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The introduction of Cu and low-k/ultra low-k dielectric material, has incrementally 
improved the situation as compared to the conventional Al/SiO2 technology by reducing 
both resistivity of and capacitance between wires. In order to curb the diffusion of Cu into 
the dielectrics, it has been proposed to implement a layer of Ta between Cu and 
dielectrics. However, the suitability of the Cu/Ta/dielectrics system is not well established 
yet. Theoretical studies are required to investigate the structure, property and functional 
mechanisms of these materials. In this report, we carried out ab initio molecular dynamics 
simulations to characterize these materials. 
Firstly, ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to study the motion 
of single metal atoms and atom clusters of Cu and Ta in SiLK low-k polymers to gain an 
insight into their diffusion mechanisms and characteristics. The analysis suggests that Cu 
atom motions are largely effected by jumps between cavities inside the polymer and that 
Ta is more sluggish than Cu not only because of its larger mass but also because of 
stronger affinity to polymers. It was also found that crosslinking of polymers with the 
same density had not affected much on the motions of metal atoms or clusters. 
Then, large scale ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were undertaken to study 
the entire process of sputtering deposition of Ta atoms and Ta film formation on two 
different substrates, SiLK low-k polymer and amorphous SiC. The calculation results 
gave insights into the Ta film growth mechanisms and their atomic ordering 
configurations on these substrates. Their effectiveness in blocking Cu diffusion was also 
investigated. Reasons for experimental observations of poor and good diffusion-barrier 
performances of Ta-polymer and Ta-SiC dielectric systems respectively were revealed 
from the simulations. 
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With the introduction of ultra low-k dielectric polymer materials, the porous 
dielectrics are normally sealed by a SiC film before the deposition of a Ta diffusion 
barrier layer. However, the Ta barrier effects are negated when the SiC films are 
fabricated by Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD). Through 
simulations, we found that the barrier degradation is due to H atoms introduced during 
PECVD. The H impurities diffuse into and transform an otherwise dense Ta layer into a 
loose amorphous phase which is ineffective as a diffusion barrier.  
Lastly, simulations were performed to investigate how Cu/ultra low-k systems are 
improved when N is incorporated into the pore-sealing layers. It was found that the high 
affinity of N to Ta and H gives rise to new phases that prevent H atoms from penetrating 
the Ta diffusion barrier layer. Consequently, the Ta layer forms organized structures with 
good barrier performance and electrical conductivity. Furthermore, a continuous ductile 
film is formed to seal the highly porous polymer dielectrics. Interfacial adhesion between 
the pore-sealing layer and the dielectrics is also enhanced by inter-diffusion.   
In conclusion, after a serial of simulation works, a Cu/Ta/SiCN/ultra low-k polymer 
system is proposed that is able to cope with the industrial size shrinking trend and offer 
satisfactory functional performances. 
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Traditionally, the ability to make electronic devices more compact and to add more 
functionality is determined by the ability to manufacture integrated circuits at smaller 
length scales. Product miniaturization has progressed at an exponential pace over the past 
few decades and soon, the ability to pack in more and faster transistors will not be the 
only impediment to further advances. With continuous scaling down of transistors, 
interconnection speeds between transistors start to contribute significantly to the overall 
performance of a product. Interconnection speeds are largely determined by the resistance 
of wires and the capacitance of insulating dielectrics between wires. Shrinking the cross-
section of a wire increases its resistance and packing wires closer together increases 
capacitance between the wires. It is predicted that delays in interconnection is posing 
serious limitations to further enhancements in performance [1-1]. The most promising 
approach to overcome such deficiencies is to use conductors with lower resistivity and 
dielectrics with lower dielectric constant instead of the conventional Al and SiO2 
respectively.  
 
1.1 Cu Conductor 
Cu is currently the most cost effective candidate material to replace Al. Replacing Al 
with Cu will result in a 36% decrease in resistivity. Although Ag has the lowest resistivity, 
it is too expensive to justify just 6% reduction in resistivity compared to Cu. Moreover, 
the application of Cu improves the resistance to electromigration, which is a phenomenon 
associated with the drift of atoms in a metallic line under the influence of an electric field 
in the direction of the electron flow. A typical comparison of electromigration between Cu 
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and Al fabricated by unpassivated Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) in e-beam (Cu) or 
sputtering (Al) is shown in Fig-1-1 [1-2].  
 
Fig-1-1. Comparison of electromigration lifetimes between e-Beam PVD Cu and 
sputtering PVD Al. All liners are as functions of temperature [1-2]. 
 
 
Apart from the low electrical resistance and satisfactory electromigration resistance, 
Cu wiring is also found to allow high current density and increased scalability 
comparable to that of Ti/Al wiring [1-2]. These benefits have enabled the scaling-down of 
integrated circuits (IC) with high performance and high density needs. The industry has 
been looking into implementing Cu instead of Al in ultra-large-scale integration (ULSI) 
of ICs. 
However, the transition to Cu-based interconnects has brought significant challenges 
as Cu has relatively high mobility, which makes it easy to diffuse into the dielectrics, 
hence cause system degradation. Studies into blocking Cu diffusion have become an 
extremely popular topic of research. 
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1.2 Low Dielectric Constant (low-k) Materials 
Besides the low resistance conductor, it is vital to use low-k materials so as to reduce 
the signal delay which is related to the capacitance of the dielectrics. 
Electrical permittivity (ε) is a physical quantity that describes how an electric field 
affects and is affected by a dielectric medium. It is determined by the ability of a material 
to polarize in response to an applied electric field, and thereby to cancel, partially, the 
field inside the material. Therefore, permittivity relates to a material's ability to transmit 
(or "permit") an electric field. The dielectric constant (k), also known as the relative 
permittivity, is defined as the ratio of the permittivity of a substance (εs) to that of the 
vacuum (ε0) as shown Eq-1-1. It can also be considered as a measure of the extent to 
which a substance concentrates the electrostatic lines of flux. 
0ε
ε sk =                      (Eq-1-1) 
Changing the dielectrics in IC processing requires intensive research, development, 
and integration engineering. A traditional dielectric is SiO2. However, its k value of 4.2 no 
longer meets the industry requirements. In principle, a low-k material needs a k value less 
than 4.2; any material with a k value lower than 2.4 is called as ultra low-k (ULK) 
dielectrics. 
A material containing polar components has a higher k value than one without [1-1], 
because the dipoles align themselves with external electric fields. As a result, a capacitor 
with a dielectric medium of higher k will hold more electric charge at the same applied 
voltage or, in other words, its capacitance will be higher. Thus, decreasing dipole strength 
or quantity is an effective way to reduce k. This means using materials with chemical 
bonds of lower polarization than Si-O, such as Si-F or Si-C bonds. A more fundamental 
reduction can be achieved by using virtually non-polar bonds, like C-C or C-H, in 
materials like organic polymers. 
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The other method to reduce the k value is to reduce the material density, normally 
though increasing the free volume via rearranging the material structure or introducing 
porosity since air has the lowest k value of 1. Porosity can be constitutive or subtractive. 
Constitutive porosity refers to the self-organization of a material. After manufacturing, 
such a material is porous without any additional treatment. Such porosity is usually less 
than 15% and pore size is around 1 nm in diameter. Subtractive porosity involves 
selective removal of part of the material. This can be achieved via an artificially added 
ingredient (e.g. a thermally degradable substance called a ‘porogen’, which is removed by 
annealing to leave behind pores) or by selective etching. Subtractive porosity can be as 
high as 90% and pore size varies from 2 nm to tens of nanometers. The organic polymer 
can be treated with all three approaches: low polarization, constitutive porosity and 
subtractive porosity, which make it a popular candidate as the low-k material. 
 
1.2.1 Requirement of low-k materials 
Compared to SiO2, low-k materials are mechanically weak, thermally unstable, 
incompatible with other materials, and tend to absorb chemicals. There are five general 
requirements for a low-k material to be successfully integrated: hydrophobicity, 
mechanical stability, thermal stability, chemical and physical stability under processing 
conditions, and compability with other materials [1-1].  
A low-k material must be hydrophobic because water has extremely polar O-H bonds 
and a k value close to 80. Even a small amount of absorbed water significantly increases 
the total k value. As water is abundant in air, a low-k material should be as hydrophobic as 
possible to prevent deterioration of its k value. This is especially important for porous 
materials, as they have a large surface area per unit volume for water to be absorbed. 
Hydrophobicity can be achieved by the introduction of Si-H or Si-CH3 bonds. Oxygen-
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free polymers are generally hydrophobic. 
 
(a) (b) 
Fig-1-2. Comparison of (a) traditional process for Al metallization and (b) damascene 
process for Cu metallization.  
 
 
The need of mechanical stability is of primary consideration in the introduction of Cu 
as the electrical conductor. As shown in Fig-1-2, when Al is used, the substrate is coated 
with Al, which is then patterned using positive photolithography and metal etching. 
Unnecessary Al is removed by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), leaving behind the 
wires. The space between the freestanding wires is then filled with dielectrics (SiO2). 
Unfortunately, Cu does not form volatile compounds with reactive gasses and, therefore, 
etching cannot be used. As a result, the fabrication process is reversed. First, a substrate is 
coated with a dielectric layer and trenches are formed by negative photolithography and 
dielectric etching where Cu wires should be present. A Cu layer is then deposited by 
electroplating to fill the trenches and excess Cu is polished away. This technology is 
known as damascene because Cu lines embedded in dielectric resemble a damascene 
decoration. In the last step of the damascene process, the dielectric must withstand 
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mechanical stresses during the Cu removal polish. Low-k dielectric materials must also be 
able to survive stresses induced by the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients or 
mechanical stresses during the packaging process, when fully processed circuits are 
connected to the outside world. Mechanical problem becomes even more crucial when 
introducing pores in the dielectrics to develop the ULK materials. 
Thermal stability is required for low-k materials to withstand the manufacturing and 
processing temperature, which can be as high as 450℃ [1-3]. This is an issue for some 
organic polymers, as they begin to decompose at lower temperatures. Furthermore, 3-6 
cycles of annealing are necessary for some interconnects manufacturing processes, during 
which sever shrinking, cracking or any other damage must be avoided completely.  
To withstand various processes, such as etching and cleaning, chemical and physical 
stability is also important for low-k materials. For example, oxygen plasma used during 
patterning (trench etching) can potentially break Si-H and C-H bonds, replacing them 
with highly polar Si-O, C-O bonds [1-1]. The processes have pronounced damaging 
effects on porous ULK. 
Finally, a broader requirement is the compability of the dielectric with other materials, 
such as thermal expansion compatibility with Cu, adhesive properties with other materials 
to avoid delamination, etc. 
  
1.2.2 Classification of low-k materials 
There are many low-k materials. They can be classified into two groups: Si-based or 
non-Si materials (Fig-1-3). Si-based materials, in turn, can be divided into two subgroups: 
silsesquioxane (SSQ)-based and silica-based [1-4]. 
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Fig-1-3. Classification of low-k materials. 
 
 
SSQ-based materials have silsesquioxane as the elementary unit. In microelectronic 
applications, hydrogen-silsesquioxane (HSSQ) and methyl-silsesquioxane (MSSQ) 
materials are well developed. MSSQ materials have a lower k value (2.8) compared to 
HSSQ (k=3.0-3.2) because of the lager size of CH3 group and lower polarizability of the 
Si-CH3 than Si-H. Normally, the materials evaluated for microelectronics applications are 
not solely MSSQ, but mixtures of MSSQ and HSSQ. 
The silica-based materials have the tetrahedral basic structure of SiO2. Lowering the k 
value can be accomplished by replacing the Si-O bond with less polarizable bonds, such 
as Si-F (producing F doped silica glasses [1-4]), Si-C or Si-CH3. The addition of CH3 not 
only introduces less polar bonds, but also creates additional free volume. Such silicon 
oxycarbides (SiOCH) are constitutively porous with k values ranging from 2.6 to 3. 
Non-Si based materials are mostly organic polymers, containing molecules with low 
polarizability C-H bonds, and even totally non-polar covalent bonds, like C-C. Polymer 
dielectrics can have k values lower than 2.5 without porosity. Furthermore, polymers are 
easier to fabricate and modify by introducing constitutive or subtractive porosities. This 
makes it possible to develop ULK (k<2.4) materials. The main disadvantage of low-k 
polymers is their low thermal stability, softness, and incompability with the traditional 
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technological processes developed for SiO2-based dielectrics. Recently, low-k polymers 
have become a hot research topic and many works have been carried out to develop 
various low-k polymers and related processes [1-3]. In this report, the focus is on 
polymeric low-k dielectric materials. 
 
1.2.3 Deposition of low-k polymers 
Low-k polymers can be deposited, either from solution by spin-coating or from the 
gas phase by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) [1-3].  
Spin-coating is a traditional method, possible with any polymer that is soluble. The 
structure of the spin-coating deposited polymer is known exactly, and hence optimization 
of the polymer structure to improve adhesion, moisture uptake, mechanical properties, etc. 
is possible. However, this method needs a process to evaporate the solvent, which will 
cause various problems, like shrinking, internal stress, cracking etc. These are especially 
troublesome for the ultra thin films that are required by current industrial developments.   
The fundamental principles of CVD involve a wide variety of scientific and technical 
principles including gas phase reaction chemistry, thermodynamics, heat and material 
transfer, fluid mechanics, surface and plasma reactions, thin film growth mechanism, etc. 
Complex as it is, CVD offers some distinctive advantages such as [1-5]: 
a) The capability of producing highly dense and pure materials 
b) The fabrication of uniform films with good reproducibility and adhesion at 
reasonably high deposition rates. 
c) The ability to uniformly coat complex shaped components and deposit films with 
good conformal coverage.  
d) The ability to control crystal structure, surface morphology and orientation of the 
products by controlling the CVD process parameters. 
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e) The ease of control deposition rate. (Low deposition rate is favored for the growth 
of epitaxial thin films for microelectronic applications. However, for the 
deposition of thick protective coatings, a high deposition rate is preferred and it 
can be greater than tens of μm per hour.)  
f) The flexibility of using a wide range of chemical precursors, such as halides, 
hydrides, organometallics which enable the deposition of a large spectrum of 
materials including metal, carbides, nitrides, oxides, sulphides, etc.  
g) Relative low deposition temperatures and the ability to deposit desired phases in-
situ at low energies through vapor phase reactions, nucleation and growth on the 
substrate surface. 
h) Reasonable processing cost. 
Before the CVD process, the substrate surface can be plasma treated to enhance the 
surface reactivity during deposition to achieve a denser film and better interfacial 
adhesion. Due to the industrial trend in scaling-down, CVD, especially Plasma-enhanced 
Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD), is becoming more popular, and many works have 
been reported with the CVD and PECVD techniques [1-5]. A main challenge that still 
remains for CVD is the control of the chemical structures of the deposited materials. 
CVD and PECVD methods are expected to dominate for near future applications [1-5].  
 
1.2.4 SiLK 
In 2000, Dow Chemical company announced the successful integration of a new kind 
of low-k polymer, SiLK, with promising properties [1-6]. It was reported that the polymer 
molecular weight and solution concentration of SiLK can be tuned to enable precise and 
convenient deposition via CVD as well as spin-coating. After deposition, the polymer is 
thermally cured into an insoluble film that has a high glass transition temperature, good 
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mechanical properties at processing temperatures, and is resistant to process chemicals. 
Table-1-1 listed some properties of SiLK. 














2.65 >425 oC >490 oC 2.45 GPa 90 MPa
66 




The approach that was commercially implemented for the synthesis of SiLK dielectric 
involves the reaction of polyfunctional cyclopentadienone- and acetylene-containing 
materials. A standard process for SiLK resin requires baking at 320oC for 90 seconds on a 
hot plate in nitrogen immediately following the deposition. Final curing is performed at 
temperatures in the range of 400oC for 30 min to 470oC for 1 min, depending on the 
user’s requirement, in a sufficiently anaerobic hot plate, oven, or furnace. 
 
Fig-1-4. Stress-strain curve of SiLK [1-6]. 
 
 
Some mechanical properties of SiLK were studied in detail. Fig-1-4 and 5 show the 
stress characteristics as a function of strain and temperature. In Fig-1-5, the heating curve 
and cooling curve overlaps each other. This demonstrates that the SiLK still remains 




Fig-1-5. Yield stress-temperature curve of SiLK [1-6]. 
 
 
Toughness was also studied with comparison to other dielectric materials as shown in 
Fig-1-6. The SiLK has a higher toughness than the silicate-based films with similarly low 
dielectric constants. 
 
Fig-1-6. Predicted (solid line) and measured (markers) fracture toughness of silica-based 
materials versus dielectric constant in comparison with SiLK [1-6]. 
 
 
Martin [1-6] reported that after fabrication, the interconnect composed of Cu and 
SiLK dielectric shows a 37% improvement in resistance-capacitance delay over a 
comparable aluminum and silicon dioxide interconnect at 0.13 μm technology node. 
The thermal stability was studied by Maisonabe et al. who reported that SiLK is able 
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to keep stable at an annealing temperature of 450℃ without any chemical, mechanical or 
electrical alteration [1-7]. Furthermore, SiLK exhibits excellent compatibility with silicon 
nitride and titanium nitride, which are often used in the damascene integration with Cu 
metallization. 
 
1.3 Diffusion barrier 
As mentioned earlier, the shift to Cu/low-k applications generated significant 
challenges due to the high diffusibility of Cu. To curb the diffusion, the most effective 
way is to include a diffusion barrier layer between the Cu and low-k layers to prevent the 
diffusion and intermixing of Cu with the dielectrics. Moreover, better interfacial adhesion 
can also been expected with the introduction of a diffusion barrier layer. 
Kaloyeros and Eisenbraun conducted a review of the ultra thin diffusion barrier liners 
for interconnects and pointed out that there are three properties that most strongly affect 
the diffusion barrier performance: i) intrinsic chemical or metallurgical reactivity with Cu 
or other adjacent materials, ii) density, and iii) microstructure [1-8]. A viable barrier liner 
material must not mix with Cu or the underlying substrate under thermal, mechanical or 
electrical stress conditions encountered in subsequent processing steps or normal 
operating conditions. Also, its density should be as high as possible so as to eliminate 
diffusion across voids and defects. Additionally, there should be minimal grain boundaries 
because they are potential diffusion paths. 
In this respect, the selection of a barrier liner material for Cu/low-k systems must 
satisfy a stringent list of target specifications in addition to its ability to prevent Cu 
diffusion. These specifications include [1-8]:  
a) High thermal and structural stabilities against surrounding insulator and conductor 
materials. 
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b) Excellent adhesion characteristics to adjacent layers. 
c) Good continuity and conformability in aggressive device structures. 
d) Suitable texture to drive the nucleation and growth of the subsequent Cu 
conductor layers with the desired morphology. 
e) Enhanced resistance to thermal and mechanical stresses. 
f) Acceptable thermal and electrical conductivities. 
g) Low overall contact resistance for the resulting metallization stack. 
h) Excellent compatibility with integrated circuitry fabrication flows, including the 
ability to be deposited at a temperature that does not damage the microelectronics. 
In the case of Cu, texturing considerations are appreciably more critical than its Al 
counterpart, primarily because Cu electromigration resistance is strongly 
dependent on the strength of its <111> texture.  
Accordingly, the transient metals and their compounds, which have characteristically 
high melting points, chemical inertness, good thermal and electrical conductivity, and 
relatively stable crystal structure, are considered as candidate materials for the Cu 
diffusion barrier, and have been reviewed on their overall performance in early 1990s [1-
9]. Among all the candidates, Ta shows overall superior properties from the diffusion 
barrier point of view. It has a very high melting point (3293K) and an acceptable stable 
bcc crystal structure with low electrical resistance (15~30 μΩ-cm) at processing 
temperatures up to 600℃. As a hard, heavy and chemical inert material, it can endure 
very high thermal or mechanical stresses and is highly immune to chemical attacks. 
Furthermore, it does not form intermetallic compounds with Cu and thus provides a stable 
interface with Cu. Ono et al. using X-ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns and Secondary Ion 
Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) showed that Ta shows superior barrier effects than Ti, Cr, Nb 
and Mo [1-10].  
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Fig-1-7. Cu-Ta binary phase diagram showing complete immiscibility up to their melting 
points [1-11].  
 
 
Fig-1-7 shows the Cu-Ta binary phase diagram indicating that Ta and Cu are 
completely immiscible. Therefore, the microstructures of the Ta-based barrier film 
become the key consideration for its diffusion barrier performance [1-11]. There are 
mainly three kinds of microstructure for the nano-scale thin films: single-crystal, 
polycrystalline and amorphous. Single-crystal structure has the most closed-packed, 
grain-free, ideal structure with little defects, but it is not easy to integrate due to 
interfacial lattice mismatch, thermal instability etc. Polycrystalline structure tends to yield 
poor barrier effects due to the presence of grain boundaries, especially when the grains 
are of the size order of film thickness or of columnar structure. The amorphous phase is 
almost free of cracks or continuous defect lines, and normally has good thermal stabilities. 
Good barrier effects can be expected when the inner atoms are closely bonded with each 
other. Therefore, close-packed amorphous structure becomes the most desirable phase for 




The implementation of Cu/low-k polymers has enabled the semiconductor industry to 
fabricate nano-scale level IC devices. However, a major challenge that remains is that the 
Cu atoms must be blocked from diffusing into the low-k dielectric layers. Up to now, 
many works have been carried out to develop Cu/low-k system devices, but is still far 
from being completely successful.  
Apart from experimental characterizations, numerical simulations have become an 
important research tool. It offers a fast, convenient and effective way to investigate the 
characteristics of materials and relative processes at low cost. Simulation works have 
been widely applied in almost all research areas and achieved great success. However, 
there still lacks enough successful simulation works for the nano-scaled Cu/low-k 
materials.  
In this project, numerical studies are performed to investigate the various 
characteristics of the Cu/barrier/low-k systems. SiLK is chosen as the low-k candidate 
material and Ta-based materials for the barrier layer. Atomistic algorithms and 
simulations, such as molecular dynamics and quantum mechanics, will be the main 
computational tools for our analysis. Through simulation works, the material 
characteristics will be reported, the mechanism of experimental observations will be 
revealed and the structures and properties of the low-k material systems will be evaluated.   
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The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors of 2005, predicted a 
continuous shrinking in size for interconnect devices [2-1]. As shown in Table-2-1, the 
size reduction trend of interconnect nodes is determined by predictions of the 1/2 pitch 
size of Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM). It predicts that the current 80 nm 
node will reduce to half of the current size in 5 years. Accordingly, the requirement for 
the thickness of the barrier layer and k value will reach new and more stringent levels. In 
Table-2-1, the current status of each stage was represented with different background 
colors. The stages with white background indicates that the relevant manufacturing 
solutions exist, and are being optimized; those with grey background indicates that the 
relevant manufacturing solutions are known, but not well developed yet; and those with 
dark background are still under research without effective manufacturing solutions. 
 
Table-2-1. Predicted requirements for the node size, barrier thickness and k values for the 
near future years [2-1]. 
Year of 
production 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
DRAM 1/2 Pitch 
(nm) 80 70 65 57 50 45 40 36 
Barrier thickness 




















The Roadmap shows that it still remains a challenge to develop true low-k materials 
and manufacturing processes capable of achieving the minimum effective permittivity for 
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maximum device performance at a viable performance/price ratio for Cu damascene 
technology. Furthermore, it also requires rapid understanding of the system reliability and 
failure modes associated with emerging low-k materials, diffusion barrier materials, 
environmental effects and packaging structures [2-1]. Besides the experimental works, the 
Roadmap emphasizes that the modeling and simulation work has become an important 
and effective tool to understand various phenomena and mechanisms, which can guide 
experimental studies and industrial processes with low cost. 
As mentioned previously, the major challenge that comes with the application of 
Cu/low-k polymer dielectrics is the diffusibility of Cu into the dielectrics. The diffusion 
phenomena of Cu diffusing inside the polymers were studied as early as 1985 by Tromp 
et al. [2-2]. In their experiments, Cu was evaporated to be deposited onto polyimide films 
at various temperatures from 293 to 593K, and was characterized via Medium Energy Ion 
Scattering (MEIS) and Transmitted Electron Microscopy (TEM). They reported that at 
low deposition rates (1 monolayer per minute), Cu atoms arrive at the polyimide surface 
one by one. They do not interact with other Cu atoms arriving on the surface at the same 
time. The individual Cu atoms are observed to diffuse into the polyimide without strong 
chemical interactions with the polyimide molecules. The diffusion depth is limited by the 
temperature. As a result, at room temperature, the Cu atoms do not diffuse very deeply 
into the polyimide, but at higher temperature they do. The Cu atoms diffuse until they 
meet other Cu atoms with which they can form a cluster. As shown in Fig-2-1, at different 
temperatures the spherical clusters can be easily recognized. Both the depth at which the 
Cu spheres nucleate and the size of the spheres is related to the diffusion depth, which is 
proportional to the temperature. 
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Fig-2-1. Cross-section TEM micrographs of Cu evaporated on polyimide. In each case 
the light area is the polyimide. The dark area on top of the polyimide is the Cu 
film and the substrate is a thick Al film [2-2]. 
 
 
Besides the diffusion problem, the low mechanical strength of the low-k material is an 
important concern for reliability of the ultra thin films, especially when pores are 
introduced. In general, for a dielectric film, the film thickness does not have much effect 
on the electrical properties. However, it has a significant influence on the mechanical 
properties of the film. This is because if the film cannot withstand the stresses that occur 
during the CMP and wire bonding process, cracking of the film or delamination between 
layers could pose serious problems [2-3]. In 2002, Fayolle et al. presented the successful 
integration of Cu with SiLK dielectrics in 120 nm node interconnect, in which the author 
commented that care must be taken when integrating low-k polymers due to their low 
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mechanical properties and sensibility to moisture absorption [2-4]. One year later, Fayolle 
et al. reviewed the challenges of integrating 65 nm node interconnects, in which the most 
important change is the introduction of a porous ULK that significantly reduces the 
dielectric constant [2-5]. The porosity, including pore volume, mean pore size and pore 
size distribution, is a vital point and needs to be well controlled to ensure reliable ULK 
integration. To obtain ULK materials with k<2.2, large porosity volume (close to 45% 
porosity) and pore sizes (around 3 nm diameter) are usually proposed. Such porosity is 
inevitably detrimental to the mechanical properties of the ULK films. It is stated that 
CMP feasibility of an ULK material is correlated to its mechanical properties; a Young’s 
modulus larger than 4 GPa and hardness larger than 0.5 GPa are required for a successful 
integration. These specifications are already the limit of existing ULK materials [2-5]. 
Therefore, mechanically improved ULK materials are required and still under 
development.  
Porosity of the ULK materials also creates serious contamination issues as the surface 
pores easily traps with moisture or metal residues which will downgrade the device 
reliability. To prevent such problems, surface pores needs to be sealed. The most effective 
pore-sealing methods have been proposed as liner deposition, which will be discussed in 
details later.  
 
2.1 Diffusion 
Diffusion of Cu into the polymer dielectrics can cause severe degradation of the 
whole system. An additional layer of Ta or Ta-based materials is required to serve as a 
diffusion barrier. Understanding the performance of Cu/barrier/dielectrics system requires 
a study into the Cu diffusion behavior in the metal and polymer matrix.  
The mathematical theory of diffusion in isotropic substances is based on the 
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hypothesis that the rate of transfer of diffusion penetrants through a unit area of a section 
is proportional to the concentration gradient measured normally to the section, known as 
Fick’s first law: 
x
CDF ∂
∂−=            (Eq-2-1) 
where F is the rate of transfer per unit area, C is the concentration of diffusing penetrants, 
x is the space coordinate measured normally to the section and D is the diffusion 
coefficient. 
The diffusion phenomenon is normally characterized by the diffusion coefficient, D, 
which is a factor of proportionality representing the amount of penetrants diffusing across 
a unit area through a unit concentration gradient in unit time. The coefficient D is 
dependent on both the concentration and the spatial coordinates. In the latter case, the 
concentration C in Eq-2-1 is defined as C=C(x,t) which is the number of atoms per unit 
volume. If diffusion occurs only in one direction, i.e., a concentration gradient exists only 










∂            (Eq-2-2) 
There are two most frequently used solutions for Eq-2-2, depending on boundary 
conditions, namely the surface concentration constant and the diffusing amount constant 
[2-6]. For the case where the total amount of atoms, S, is constant, the initial and 







SdxtxC constant           (Eq-2-3) 
and 
( ) ( ) 0,0,0 =∞+=> tCxC            (Eq-2-4) 
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where x1 is the thickness of the diffusing layer. The solutions of Eq-2-2 that can satisfy 
these initial and boundary conditions are the Gaussian distribution 











exp, π , x ≥ 0         (Eq-2-5) 
and 











StxCB π , -x1 ≤ x ≤ 0         (Eq-2-6) 
in which 
( ) ( ) ( ) 1401 01211 −+++= ttDxe
Dt
ttDtf            (Eq-2-7) 
where D1 is the diffusion coefficient in the diffusing layer and t0 is a parameter adjusting 
( ) 010, CxSxCB ==  in which C0 is the initial concentration of the diffusing layer. In 
addition, it is assumed that D1t0 >> 21x . By differentiating Eq-2-5, one can obtain a 





,            (Eq-2-8) 
The relation of Eq-2-8 shows that it is necessary to determine ( )txC ,  and 
( ) xtxC ∂∂ , to obtain the diffusion coefficient. To do this, a concentration-depth profile for 
the diffusing matters needs to be obtained.  
It should be noted that the diffusion coefficient D is also a strong function of 
temperature. The temperature dependence arises from the fact that some finite energy is 
required for an atom to jump from on atomic position to another. This energy is often 
called as the activation energy Ea. Since the number of atoms with sufficient energy is 
proportional to ( )kTEa−exp , the diffusion coefficient can be written as  
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( )kTEDD a−= exp0            (Eq-2-9) 
where D0 is a factor that is related to the lattice jump distance, atomic jump frequency, the 
frequency factor and the entropy of diffusion; k is the Boltzmann constant. It is worth 
noting that Ea is related to the specific atomic migration path and the enthalpies 
associated with jumps along that path. Therefore, Ea is determined by the energy 
expended in getting an atom to move from an interstitial site to another interstitial site or 
from a lattice site to a vacancy, etc [2-6].  
There are two mechanisms of Cu diffusion inside the metal matrix: via alloying or 
through diffusion channels. As mentioned earlier (Fig-1-7), Ta is almost immiscible with 
Cu, so the latter mechanism is the only possible way for Cu diffusion inside Ta matrix. 
This has been verified by Li et al. via TEM and XRD observations [2-7].  
Experimentally, there are several methods to determine diffusion coefficients. These 
are [2-8]: profiling techniques such as spreading or sheet resistance measurements, radio 
tracer studies, Auger analysis coupled with ion-milling, SIMS, TEM, and Rutherford 
backscattering spectrometry (RBS).  
Moshfegh and Akahavan studied the diffusion coefficients of Cu diffusing in the Ta 
layer via RBS technique which provides a very fast and nondestructive way of obtaining 
diffusion profiles [2-6]. Fig-2-2 presents the concentration-depth profile at different 
temperatures. It can be seen that at 500℃ and below, the Cu diffusion is not obvious and 
a clear Cu-Ta interface can be detected. At higher temperatures, the Cu diffusion is 
obviously identified.    
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Fig-2-2. Cu concentration-depth profile curves at temperatures 500, 650 and 700℃ [2-6]. 
 
 
Based on the concentration-depth profile, the diffusion coefficient of Cu inside the Ta 
barrier layer was obtained via Eq-2-8 and shown in Fig-2-3. The parameters in Eq-2-9 can 
be deduced via fitting the relation curve between diffusion coefficient and temperature to 
give D0=2.7×10-9 cm2/s and the activation energy Ea=1.22 eV for the temperature ranging 
500 to 700℃. The author also pointed out that the diffusion process was dominated by the 
grain boundary status of the Ta layer. 
 
 





Similar to the case of metal matrix, Cu diffusion inside the polymers is interpreted 
using the free volume model [2-9]. Such a process has been studied by Vrentas and Duda 
who proposed function calculating the diffusion coefficient [2-10]: 
( ) ( )kTEDD af −−= expexp0 ννγρ           (Eq-2-10) 
Here γ is an overlap factor (between 1/2 and 1) which is introduced because the same free 
volume in the polymer matrix can have more than one penetrant; ν is the critical volume 
for a polymer jumping unit; the coupling parameter ρ is the ratio of the critical volume of 
the penetrant to the critical volume of the polymer jumping unit; and νf is the average hole 
free volume per unit volume of the polymer matrix. The author commented that the free 
volume Vf is strongly temperature dependent and is related to the glass transition point of 
the polymer and is given by 
( ) ( )gfgff TTTVV −+= α               (Eq-2-11) 
where αf is the mean thermal expansion coefficient of free volume and V is the mean 
molar volume over a certain temperature range. αf is smaller than the total thermal 
expansion coefficient, and accounts for the formation of the free volume holes and the 
inhomogeneous expansion of the material due to the increasing amplitude of the 
anharmonic vibrations [2-10]. 
The diffusion of Cu in polymer has been studied by Paik and Ruoff using RBS for 
high deposition rate (1 nm/s) of Cu on polyimide substrate [2-11]. The measured 
diffusion coefficient was reported to be 3×10-14 and 1×10-13 cm2/s at 200 and 400℃ 
respectively. Meanwhile, Shanker and McDonald reported from their RBS results that the 
diffusion coefficient of Cu inside the polyimide ranges 10-14 to 10-15 cm2/s at 
temperatures of 375 to 648 K [2-12].  
Das and Morris ion implanted Cu atoms into pyromellitic dianhydride-oxydianiline 
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(PMDA-ODA) films and studied the thermal effects on Cu diffusion from 323 to 623 K 
by RBS measurements [2-13]. In their results, the effects of thermal treatments were 
classified into three groups over distinct temperature intervals. At temperatures below 
460 K, the activation energy of diffusion (Eq-2-9) is about 0.41 eV and the diffusion 
coefficient ranges from 10-18 to 10-15 cm2/s. The effect of temperature on metal diffusion 
in this region is visually evident from a comparison of curves 1 and 2 in Fig-2-4. Curve 1 
is as implanted and curve 2 follows the heating in air for 48 h at 453 K. There is a 
broadening of the curve with the expected decrease in the peak height of Cu upon 
annealing. Below 460 K, all curves behave in such expected fashion. In the temperature 
range from 460 to about 525 K, clustering of Cu was observed, as shown by the 
narrowing of curve 3 in Fig-2-4. The high peak and reduction in width indicates the 
forming of comparatively large spheres, which agrees with the case presented in Fig-2-1. 
In the temperature range between 525 to 623 K, further diffusion was observed as the 
curve 4 shows lower peak and broader width than curve 3. The phenomenon of curve 4 is 
proposed to be a result of Cu group diffusion. The diffusion activation energy at this 
temperature region was reported to be 1.91 eV. 
 




Apart from the experimental characterization, Faupel et al. carried out Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulation to study Cu diffusion at the Cu/Polyimide interface [2-14]. It was 
reported that even with the deposition of a monolayer of Cu covering only one fourth of 
the surface area, clusters tend to from. Cu atoms were “deposited” on the top surface and 
allowed to diffuse into the polymer. The parameters for the Monte Carlo simulation were 
chosen to be consistent with experimental data, for example, the Cu-polymer interaction 
site energy was chosen to yield a comparable temperature dependence of the diffusion 











Fig-2-5. Monte Carlo simulations of Cu cluster formation and diffusion in polyimide: (a) 
Cu cluster formation in a top view of the polyimide surface just after deposition; 
(b) cross-sectional view after 80s of diffusion at 320℃; (c) cross-sectional view 
after 80s of diffusion at 320℃ with metal-metal interaction turned off [2-14]. 
 
 
 Results from the Monte Carlo simulation of the interaction of Cu with polyimide are 
depicted in Fig-2-5. A typical top view of the polymer surface immediately after 
deposition is presented in Fig-2-5 (a). Fig-2-5 (b) shows a cross-sectional view in the 
presence of strong metal-metal interaction and weak metal-polymer interaction. 
Calculations indicate apparent clustering at the surface with little diffusion of single metal 
atoms into the polymer. Fig-2-5 (c) shows the diffusion of Cu into the bulk polymer when 
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the metal-metal interaction energy is set as zero. Thus, the predominant metal-metal 
interaction is presented via comparing figures (b) and (c). However, it shall be noted that 
Fig-2-5 (b) does not represent a non-diffusion status of the metal-polymer interface; Cu 
cluster diffusion behavior is hinted instead. Similar results were reported from the Monte 
Carlo simulation work by LeGoues et al. [2-15].  
 
2.2 Diffusion Barrier 
 As mentioned in Chapter 1, a diffusion barrier layer is required to block Cu diffusion 
in the Cu/low-k systems. The idea of a thin film diffusion barrier was discussed quite 
early by Nicolet in 1978 [2-16], who categorized the diffusion barriers as three types i) 
sacrificial barrier, ii) stuffed barrier and iii) amorphous barrier. Fig-2-6 depicts these 
barrier layers as “X” to block the diffusion between layer A and B. 
 
    (a)         (b)        (c)  
Fig-2-6. Categorization of diffusion barriers (a) sacrificial barrier; (b) stuffed barrier; (c) 
amorphous barrier [2-16]. 
 
 
 A sacrificial barrier is one in which the intermediate layer X reacts with either one or 
both of the materials A and B to form stable compounds (XA and XB in Fig-2(a)) with 
proper reaction rates. However, the intermediate layer X cannot be completely consumed 
in the reactions in order to ensure an effective separation between the materials A and B. 
Therefore, the reaction rate between X and A or B should not be too high. This 
requirement greatly limits the application of sacrificial barriers.  
For the other two approaches, the barrier material X must be immiscible with material 
A or B. As mentioned in Chapter 1, microstructure plays the key role for the performance 
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of diffusion barriers. Single crystal structure is ideal but impractical, and polycrystalline 
structures which are commonly obtained in experiments have the drawbacks of too many 
grain boundaries. Thus, the second approach, stuffed barrier, introduces impurities to 
block the grain boundaries in the polycrystalline barrier layer, so as to improve the barrier 
performance. However, this approach complicates the fabrication process, and is 
associated with the problem of the diffusion of impurities, which makes it unpopular [2-
16]. 
The most practical solution for fabricating diffusion barrier thin film is to eliminate 
the diffusion path ways by making the structure amorphous. However, it is emphasized 
that amorphous layers are often metastable and will eventually crystallize. When 
crystallization takes place, grain boundaries are again present in the barrier. Thus, 
crystallization conditions, like temperature, needs to be controlled.  
As shown in Fig-1-7, Ta is totally immiscible with Cu upon alloying. This meets the 
requirement for the case of Fig-2-6 (c). Furthermore, Ta is physically and chemically inert 
and stable with a high melting temperature of 3017℃. Nowadays, Ta and Ta-based 
compounds are widely applied as diffusion barrier materials in Cu/low-k systems. 
Experimental studies on the Ta barrier performance have been reported in the early 
1990s [2-17]. Holloway et al. sputtered 50 nm thick Ta films sandwiched between Cu and 
Si layers and studied the Ta barrier effect via TEM and RBS [2-18]. They found that the 
Ta only retained effective barrier properties for 30 min at 550℃. Several months later, the 
group reported depositing 20 nm Ta layers via electron beam, and concluded that slight 
oxidation of Ta will significantly negate the barrier effects [2-19].   
The failure mechanisms of Ta barrier films was firstly analyzed by Laurila et al. [2-
20], who studied the Si-Ta-Cu phase diagram at 700℃ with RBS and XRD (Fig-2-7), and 
found that the Cu atoms were able to penetrate through the 100-nm-thick Ta film via grain 
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boundaries due to the formation of TaSi2.  
 
Fig-2-7. Ternary phase diagram of Cu-Ta-Si compounds at the elevated temperature of 
700℃ [2-20].  
 
 
S. Li et al. [2-7] deposited 30 nm Ta, then 200 nm Cu films on SiO2 via Ionized Metal 
Plasma (IMP). With the help of TEM and XRD, three mechanisms for the formation of 
Cu diffusion channels in the Ta film at high temperature were proposed. Firstly, stacking 
faults that formed in the strained Ta layer after annealing at 650℃ induces areas of high 
internal energy in the Ta layer. Minimization of the energy is achieved by Cu diffusing 
protuberantly into the Ta during the high temperature process, causing a rupture in the 
diffusion barrier. Secondly, chemical reactions at 800℃ form Ta4CuO11 across the Cu-Ta 
interface in the Cu and Ta layers. Gaps between the compound and the Ta layer provide 
another channel for Cu diffusion. Lastly, the triple junctions at the grain boundary of the 
Cu, Ta and Ta4CuO11 provide sites for the initiation of the channel formation at 800℃. At 
950℃, these channels in the diffusion barrier are absent, but Ta is oxidized into 
disordered Ta2O5 that may contain pathways for Cu diffusion via stacking faults. 
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The failure of Ta barrier layers was known as crystallization of Ta which gives rise to 
excessive grain boundaries. Kim et al. applied the technique of Atomic Layer Deposition 
(ALD) instead of the traditional PVD (like sputtering) to fabricate Ta film in order to have 
a better control of the Ta microstructures [2-21]. In his study, much higher failure 
temperatures of the Ta barrier properties were achieved upon ALD fabrication because of 
more uniform crystal structures, less large grain boundaries and relatively smooth surface. 
However, such improvement is still far from the valid industrial applications.  
 
Fig-2-8. Comparison of the failure temperature of Ta barrier layers fabricated by PVD 
and ALD on Si <111> phase and polycrystalline Si [2-21]. 
 
 
As the Ta metal layer will finally transform to the polycrystal phase after deposition, 
Ta-based compounds were proposed to act as the barrier materials in the late 1990s. 
Imahori et al. deposited a 5 nm TaC barrier layer between Si and Cu [2-22]. By XRD and 
RBS measurements, it was found that the barrier properties were only slightly improved 
and the excessive amorphous carbon remained in the structure opens new pathways for 
Cu penetration. 
Tantalum nitride (TaN) compounds, including various TaxNy, all share similar 
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physical and chemical properties, such as high melting temperatures (around 3,000℃), 
high thermal stability, immiscibility with Cu, etc. From a structural perspective, TaN 
compounds can be simply described as Ta polycrystalline structures, with N atoms 
inserted into the interstitial sites [2-17]. As N has strong affinity to Ta, the grain 
boundaries between Ta crystals will be populated with N atoms. Therefore, TaN shows 
significant potential to act as barrier materials, and has attracted enormous research 
interests.   
 In 1996, Peikert et al. ion implanted N into the Ta layer during PVD deposition for a 
50 nm Ta layer between Cu and SiO2 layers [2-23]. The lifetime of the effective barrier 
performance was improved from 1 h at 600℃ to 3h at 850℃ after the N implant.  
Oku et al. deposited TaN films with thickness as 8 and 25 nm, via sputtering Ta atoms 
in the N atmosphere [2-24]. It was reported that an 8 nm thick TaN film can keep 
effective barrier property for 30 min at 700℃, while a 25 nm thick TaN can last for 90 
min at 800℃. The deposited TaN films were observed to be polycrystalline with 
considerable grain boundaries. The diffusion coefficients of Cu inside the TaN at 
temperatures 600 to 900℃ are presented as Fig-2-9. The activation energies in Eq-2-9 
were determined as 1.3 eV and 2.7 eV for temperatures 600-800℃ and 800-900℃ 
respectively.  
The crystallization of TaN thin films after PVD deposition was also reported by Wang 
et al. [2-25]. They observed the emergence of grain boundaries upon annealing 5 to 25 nm 
thick TaN films, which opened the avenues for Cu to penetrate through. 
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Fig-2-9. Diffusion coefficient of Cu inside the TaN film. Tm is the melting temperature of 
TaN; Q is the activation energy in Eq-2-9 [2-24].  
 
 
Stavrev et al. used PVD to deposit TaNO compounds containing 16% N and 3% O. 
The as-deposited structure exhibited special quasi-amorphous/crystalline characteristics 
[2-26]. Compared to the pure Ta phase, TaNO has a high crystal transition temperature 
above 500℃ that gives rise to the expected amorphous state [2-27]. However, as the 
TaNO layer has a very high value of dielectric constant, and is not electrically conductive, 
such material is no longer of interest. 
Tsukimoto et al. prepared TaN films by a sputtering deposition technique using Ar 
and N2 mixed gas [2-28]. The deposited structure was found to be sensitive to the gas 
flow ratio of N2/Ar during sputtering. Polycrystalline TaN films were obtained when the 
N2/(Ar+N2) ratio was smaller than 0.10, and amorphous TaN films were obtained when 
the ratio was larger than 0.15. Unfortunately, TEM observations showed that such 
amorphous TaN films will crystallize into a columnar structure with fine grains, and these 
grains are segregated by non-uniform nano-scaled voids at the boundaries. 
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Some approaches of CVD fabrication of TaN films have been carried out [2-29] [2-
30]. However, except a slight improvement in the electrical conductivity, the deposited 
films did not show superior barrier effects to those fabricated by traditional PVD methods 
[2-31].  
Hecker et al. deposited 10 nm thick TaN films using various N2 flow rate [2-32]. They 
observed fcc crystal structures of TaN when abundant N atoms are involved. The best 
case was reached when the N reaches 50% concentration of the film. Fig-2-10 shows the 
TEM profile of the Cu/10 nm TaN/Si structure annealed at 600℃. It can be seen that 
besides the crystalline TaN structure, an additional 2.1 nm thick amorphous Ta-N-Si 
formed at the TaN/Si interface, which was considered to be highly beneficial for the 
barrier performance and structural and thermal stability. In experiments, such structure 
showed good thermal stability up to 800℃. 
 
Fig-2-10. TEM image of Cu/10 nm TaN/Si structure after annealing at 600℃ [2-32]. 
 
 
Wang et al. sputtered Ta and C atoms with N2 flow to obtain 60 nm thick TaCN films 
as the barrier layer between Cu and Si [2-33]. Such film showed 100  higher failure ℃
temperature than the case without N involvement. However, for the annealed Cu/Ta–C–
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N/Si structure, as evident by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), XRD and SIMS 
analyses, the formation of Cu compounds (CuC, CuSi etc.) in addition to Cu diffusion, 
not the grain boundaries, turned out to be the dominant factor responsible for the failure 
of the barrier layer. 
Hubner et al. fabricated 10 nm thick Ta-Si-N films via sputtering Ta and Si atoms 
with N2 flow [2-34]. The as-deposited films were observed to be amorphous, with Ta-N 
compounds forming first. Upon annealing, these amorphous films crystallize, and the 
transition temperature increases with higher N concentration. The best scenario was the 
formation of Ta30Si18N52 defined from XRD observation [2-34], which keeps stable at 
600℃ for 100 h. From the TEM image as shown in Fig-2-11, the Ta2N structure opens 
apparent grain boundaries, while the Ta30Si18N52 is still amorphous and continuous. 
   
    (a)           (b)  
Fig-2-11. TEM images of the two structures as (a) Cu/Ta2N/SiO2 and (b) 
Cu/Ta30Si18N52/SiO2 when annealed at 600℃. Grain boundaries can be 
defined in Ta2N layer, while Ta30Si18N52 keeps continuous [2-34]. 
 
 
 A comparison of the TaSiN and other Ta-based barrier films was reported by Lee et al. 
[2-35]. From Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), TEM and XRD measurements, they 
found the PVD fabricated TaSiN possesses the best thermal stability and surface 
roughness. As shown in Fig-2-12, the overall properties were evaluated and the films 
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were ranked TaSiCN>Ta>TaN>CVD TaSiN>SiN. All the films were fabricated by PVD 
except the CVD TaSiN film. 
 
Fig-2-12. Mean Time-to-Failure and surface roughness for various films with 0.3 and 2 






The introduction of ULK materials gives rise to another challenge due to the presence 
of the abundant pores at the barrier/ULK interface. Fayolle et al. commented that barrier 
materials become trapped in the surface pores and thus degrade the system performance 
[2-5]. Furthermore, the open pore structure brings about the risk of oxidation, which is 
very harmful for the barrier performance and electrical permittivity [2-36].  
Icopi et al. [2-37] deposited TaN film on various types of ULK films and reported that 
the pore-sealing performance is affected by not only the pore size and pore density, but 
also the chemical interaction at the barrier/ULK interface. The high content of C in the 
ULK was considered to promote fast and successful sealing. However, Tokei et al. [2-38] 
reported that at least 30nm thickness is required for Ta-based barrier films to achieve a 
satisfactory sealing effect. Unfortunately, 30 nm thick barrier films are too thick for the 
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ULSI techniques as shown in Table-2-1.  
Recently, barrier/pore-sealing bi-layers were proposed for Cu/ULK systems since 
such bi-layers can be several nanometers in thickness. Yang et al. deposited 25 nm thick 
Ta/TaN bi-layers which showed superior thermal stability to single Ta or TaN films [2-39]. 
However, upon annealing to 600℃, discontinuities were observed. These open the avenue 
for the Cu atoms to pass through. 
Various candidate materials for the pore-sealing layer have been explored. Juneja et al. 
deposited parylene layer on porous methyl silsesquixane (MSQ) via CVD [2-40]. It was 
reported that a 5 nm thin parylene film can seal the porous MSQ surface without altering 
the dielectric constant as the parylene itself is also a low-k material. Good adhesion with 
the Ta barrier was also achieved without inter-diffusion due to the formation of Ta-C 
bonds at the interface. However, the stability was achieved with a 160 nm thick parylene 
layer up to an annealing temperature of 150℃ only. 
Si-based materials have also been proposed as pore-sealing materials because they are 
stable at high temperatures even for very thin (several nanometer) films. Furthermore, 
they can have good adhesion with Ta as well as the ULK materials via CVD deposition. 
Jousseaume et al. deposited 10 nm thick SiC:H (SiC films mixed with H atoms) on 
porous MSQ via PECVD [2-41]. Their RBS results demonstrated a successful sealing 
effect on the ULK (k=2.2) with a 7.5 nm thick layer. The diffusion between the ULK and 
the barrier layers was also avoided.  
Ternary SiCN was observed to be amorphous upon CVD deposition [2-42]. The 
structure of SiCN thin film consists of nano-crystals embedded in an amorphous matrix. 
The nano-crystals are close to the SiC crystal structure. The matrix is mainly SiN 
compounds. Such amorphous SiCN ultra thin films have been reported to be continuous 
with excellent structural and thermal stability [2-43] [2-44]. However, the SiCN itself is 
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not suitable as a barrier film because Cu will penetrate by forming Cu-Si compounds. 
Ta/SiCN was then proposed to fulfill barrier and pore-sealing functions. Zhang et al. 
commented that a 3 to 7 nm thick SiCN layer can seal the surface pores of ULK in the 
Cu/Ta/SiCN/ULK structure. Moreover, the interfacial adhesion was greatly improved 
after implementing the SiCN layer because SiCN can have strong chemical interactions 
with Ta as well as the H, C, N atoms inside the ULK [2-46]. Hence, the mechanical 
stability of the Cu/ULK system was significantly enhanced.  
 
2.4 Ta Crystal Structure 
Besides the barrier performance, the crystal structure of Ta layer is also an important 
concern because it determines the electrical conductivity of the Ta layer. At room 
temperature, Ta can form two types of crystal phase, known as α-Ta and β-Ta. The α-Ta 
has the most close-packed body-centered-cubic (bcc) structure with a low electrical 
resistivity of 15-30 μΩ-cm (Table-2-2). The β-Ta possesses a low density tetragonal 
structure with comparatively high resistance of 160-200 μΩ-cm [2-47]. 
Table-2-2. Lattice parameter and electrical resistivity of the two Ta crystal structures [2-
47]. 
Phase Crystal type Lattice parameter (Å) Resistivity (μΩ-cm) 
α-Ta Bcc a=3.31 15-30 
β-Ta Tetragonal A=10.21  c=5.31 160-200 
 
Jiang et al. analyzed the two Ta crystal structures and found out that the α-Ta is the 
global minimum energy and will self-crystallize when the cluster size is larger than 200 
crystal lattices. The β-Ta phase is the most preferable for nano-scale clusters. Though it is 
a metastable phase, a high energy barrier exists between it with the global minimum state. 
Therefore, the as-deposited ultra thin Ta films will normally crystallize into the β-Ta 
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phase at room temperature. 
Lee et al. studied the Ta phase transformation upon annealing of the sputtering 
deposited Ta/Cu/Ta structures [2-49]. Upon deposition, the Ta layer was in β phase as 
expected. When the structure was heated to 500℃, a 2 nm thick amorphous Ta layer 
emerged at the Cu/Ta interface as shown in Fig-2-13, indicating the commencement of a 
phase transition. At 600℃, α-Ta was formed, accompanied by inter-diffusion with Cu, as 
shown in Fig-2-14. When the temperature increased to 800℃, the amorphous layer 
completely transformed into α phase. The heat treatment increased the internal energy of 
the as-deposited β-Ta, which absorbed enough energy to overcome the energy barrier 
towards the global minimum α phase at 500-600℃. The observed amorphous Ta was 
believed to be the metastable transition phase. It was noted that during the phase 
transition when the Ta atoms were re-locating, avenues opened up for the Cu atoms to 
penetrate, thus the barrier effect was negated at around 600℃. The whole process is 
schematically depicted in Fig-2-15. Similar inter-diffusion during the Ta phase 
transformation upon annealing has also been reported by Liu et al. [2-50]. 
 
Fig-2-13. TEM image of Cu/Ta structure annealed at 500℃, in which a 2 nm thick Ta 




Fig-2-14. TEM image of Cu/Ta structure annealed at 600℃, in which α-Ta phase was 
created via phase transformation [2-49]. 
 
 
Fig-2-15. Schematic diagram for the Ta phase transformation and the inter-diffusion 
between Ta and Cu [2-49]. 
 
 
Apart from annealing, it was found that the α-Ta can be obtained upon deposition via 
controlling the substrate structures and deposition conditions [2-51][2-52]. Chen et al. 
obtained (110) oriented α-Ta structure via deposition of Ta on the (0001) oriented 
hexagonal Ti [2-53]. Because the lattice parameter of the (0001) hexagonal Ti is close to 
that of (110) Ta (about 5% misfit), the Ti substrate promotes the growth of α-Ta. 
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α-Ta was also reported to grow on TaN by Tokei et al. [2-38]. In Fig-2-16, a 6.5 nm 
thick α-Ta layer was formed on the amorphous TaN layer. It was supposed that the TaN 
surface offered abundant sites for Ta atoms to locate closely to each other and this 
enhanced the Ta layer to grow into closed-packed structures. Therefore, the substrate is 
able to promote the formation of α-Ta if the substrate can hold the Ta atoms in the close-
packed space distribution.  
 
Fig-2-16. TEM image of α-Ta layer growing on the TaN upon deposition [2-38]. 
 
2.5 Interfacial Mechanical Property 
 As the Cu/low-k system is a nano-scale multilayer structure, interfacial mechanical 
properties, like adhesion, stress and strain, are also major concerns. These interfaces 
include the Cu/barrier, barrier/pore-sealing and pore-sealing/dielectrics. The latter two are 
vital because their failure will lead to the failure of diffusion barrier property and thereby 
the whole system will lose its functionality. Interfacial adhesion is important to avoid 
delamination during the CMP process, and has significant influence on the film growth 
and final structure. Interfacial stress and strain become significant when polymer 
dielectrics are applied as the polymer has much higher coefficient of thermal expansion 
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(CTE) than the adjacent materials, such as Si-based pore-sealing materials. During 
annealing treatment, considerable thermal stress will emerge to do harm to the interfacial 
stability, especially when porous ULK was used.   
Lane et al. deposited Cu/barrier/SiO2 structures via PVD, in which two types of 
barrier, Ta and TaN, were used [2-54]. After fabrication, the interfacial adhesion strength 
was measured via four-point flexure test [2-55]. It was found that de-cohesion failure was 
most likely to initiate at barrier/SiO2 interface. The adhesion strength of TaN/SiO2 was 
twice as that of Ta/SiO2, probably due to the formation of N-Si and N-O bonds.  
The mechanical properties of interfaces are further compromised with the application 
of porous ULK materials. Lane et al. schematized the interfacial cohesive strength as a 
function of the k values of porous dielectrics that were fabricated from a range of Si-
based precursors to produce carbon doped oxides [2-56]. Fig-2-17 shows that the 
interfacial cohesive strength drops linearly with the k value. 
 
Fig-2-17. Cohesive strength versus dielectric constant, indicating a linear relationship 
between the two [2-56]. 
 
 
Iacopi et al. carried out finite element (FE) simulations to study the failure modes of 
Ta/ULK and SiC:H/ULK interfaces [2-57]. It was shown that the interfacial stresses in the 
ULK-based interconnect structures tend to relax through surface de-cohesion or severe 
interfacial deformation around the pore sites. Both cases can lead to significant failure or 
deformation that cannot be tolerated by the interconnects. Moreover, creep was observed 
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for the polymer ULK materials when high mechanical and thermal loads co-exist. 
Therefore, stresses, especially interfacial stresses, need to be under control during the 
fabrication processes for Cu/ULK interconnects.  
The barrier/pore-sealing bi-layers with Ta and Si-based materials can be potentially 
used to improve the interfacial mechanical problems. The Si-based pore-sealing layer can 
be deposited by PECVD. Before deposition, the ULK surface was plasma treated to 
activate the surface molecules. Thus, at the initial stage of the pore-sealing layer 
deposition, the activated molecules will react with the atoms of the pore-sealing layer to 
form chemical bonds (such as Si-C, Si-N etc.). As chemical bonds are normally strong 
(several eV per bond), it is highly beneficial for strong and stable interfacial adhesions. 
Similarly, chemical bonds will form at the Ta/pore-sealing interface to enhance adhesion 
during the Ta film growth. Furthermore, the use of ductile pore-sealing materials (like 
SiCN) can cope with the stress and strain enforcement from the ULK polymers during 
thermal treatment.  
 
2.6 Summary 
In conclusion, with the development of modern semiconductor industry, the 
interconnect size has reduced components to nano-scale, incorporating multi-layer 
structures comprising Cu conductor, barrier, pore-sealing and ULK. The highly interested 
candidate materials for the barrier, pore-sealing, and ULK have turned out to be Ta, Si-
based materials and porous ULK polymer respectively.  
However, with the application of the new materials and nano-scale films, new 
challenges need to be solved for the functional performance and stability of interconnect 
structures. The challenges include the Cu diffusion barrier, pore-sealing of ULK surface, 
interfacial adhesion strength, thermal and mechanical stability, etc. The solution to these 
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challenges lies in achieving the desired film microstructure and relative properties by 
using the correct material and process control. Many works, especially experimental 
characterizations, towards an overall effective system performance have been reported, 
but the status is still far from satisfactory and the mechanisms for fail and successful 
experimental phenomena have not been fully understood.  
Here, we will carry out various simulations to study the structure and property of the 
Cu/low-k (ULK) systems. The characteristics of diffusion, barrier performance, pore-
sealing effects, interfacial and structural stabilities will be reported and analyzed in detail 
accordingly. Our work will be able to reveal the mechanisms behind various experimental 
phenomena and will be helpful for improving the structure and property of the Cu/low-k 
(ULK) interconnect systems.    
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The field of atomistic computer simulation for materials has enjoyed rapid advances 
in the past years. For example, Monte Carlo (MC) sampling techniques have been 
introduced and found to give predictions which agree with experimental observations on 
many occasions [3-1]-[3-5]; Molecular Dynamics (MD) method has been extended to 
simulate various ensembles [3-1]-[3-3] [3-5]. More importantly, these simulation 
techniques have been merged into a new field of stochastic simulations and extended to 
cover quantum-mechanical as well as classical systems. 
In this report, we will apply both MC and MD simulations to model the structure of 
materials at the nanometer length scale, together with processes, like fabrication, thermal 
treatment, various measurements and tests, etc. As our target is nano-scale materials, MD 
simulations with quantum mechanics algorithm will be the main tool throughout our work. 
The algorithm of quantum mechanics is normally referred to as the ab initio calculations.  
Apart from ab initio MD calculations, material models and processes, are also 
important concerns. The material model, like SiLK, must possess the material and 
structure characteristics. Furthermore, the size of the model needs to be carefully selected 
to keep computational cost acceptable and yet give practical results. The process, like 
sputtering deposition, shall be simulated using the same condition as in experiments, so as 
to obtain an accurate representation. 
In this chapter, the algorithm, model and process simulation methodologies will be 
discussed in sequence. 
  
3.1 Monte Carlo Method 
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Monte Carlo simulation occupies a special place in the history of molecular modeling 
as it is the technique used to perform the first computer simulation of a molecular system. 
An MC simulation generates configurations of a system by making random changes to 
the positions of the species present, together with their orientations and conformations 
where appropriate. Many computer simulations are said to use the MC method, meaning 
that some kind of random sampling is employed [3-2]. In a molecular system, the MC 
method is used to generate states of minimum energy to enable properties to be calculated 
accurately. We can calculate the potential energy of each configuration of a 3-dimensional 
(3D) system, together with the values of other properties, from the position of the atoms. 
There is no momentum contribution in a MC simulation, in contrast to a molecular 
dynamic simulation. 
The MC simulation is suitable to search and investigate the equilibrium status of a 
many-body system with the Metropolis method [3-3] [3-4]. For the Metropolis method, a 
random walk is constructed in such a way that the probability of visiting a particular point 
rN is proportional to the Blotzmann factor ( )[ ]TkrU BN−exp . Here, rN stands for the 
coordinates of all N particles; U(rN) is the energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is 
the temperature. The relative scheme was proposed as follows: 
1) Select a particle at random, and calculate its energy U(rN). 
2) Give the particle a random displacement, Δ+=′ rr , and calculate its new energy 
U(r΄N). 
3) Accept the move from rN to r΄N if U(r΄N)< U(rN), otherwise reject the move. 
4) Repeat steps 1) to 3) until no more movement can be accepted after a certain 
number of random trials. 
With the Metropolis method, the local minimum state of a many-body system can be 
always defined. When the total configuration space is sampled adequately, the system 
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global minimum can be located. 
 
3.2 Molecular Dynamics 
Molecular Dynamics simulation is a technique for computing the equilibrium and 
transport properties of a many-body system in which the nuclear motion of the constituent 
particles obeys the laws of classical mechanics. This has been proven to be an excellent 
approximation for a wide range of materials [3-3]. The MD process comprises two major 
steps: calculating the interaction forces and determining the motion of each particle. 
When quantum mechanics is used to calculate the interactions, the MD method is called 
an ab initio MD (AIMD). Otherwise, the potential function(s), also called forcefield(s), 
will be applied to describe the interactions, and such an MD method will be referred to 
classical-potential MD (CMD) here. 
MD simulations are, in many aspects, very similar to real experiments. When we 
perform a real experiment, we proceed as follows: We prepare a sample of the material 
that we wish to study. We connect this sample to a measuring instrument to obtain the 
property of interest during a certain time interval. If our measurements are subject to 
statistical items (as most measurements are), then the longer we average, the more 
accurate our measurement becomes. In an MD simulation, we follow exactly the same 
approach. First, we prepare a sample: we select a model system consisting of N particles 
and we solve Newton’s equations of motion for this system until the properties of the 
system no longer change with time, i.e. equilibrating the system. Afterwards, we perform 
the measurements. The procedure of a MD simulation can be described as follows: 
1) Choose a model with various initial parameters, such as initial temperature, 
number of particles, density, time step, etc. 
2) Set up the model by assigning initial positions, velocities and other parameters to 
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the particles. 
3) Compute the forces on all the particles. 
4) Integrate Newton’s equations of motion.  
5) Repeat steps 3) and 4) until an expected stage, like equilibration, is achieved. 
6) Obtain various properties of interests. 
Step 3) is the vital part of the simulation as it largely determines the effectiveness and 




∂−= )()(                  (Eq-3-1) 
Here, F(r) and U(r) are the force and potential energy respectively, which are both the 
function of distance between particles. Many potential energy functions, i.e. forcefields, 
have been developed: Lennard-Jones potential has been successfully applied to describe 
the Van der Waals interactions for liquids and gases [3-5]; Morse potential was applied for 
solid models [3-6]; UFF was designed to be suitable for a wide range of elements [3-6], 
etc. The most significant success has been achieved by the Embedded Atom Method 
(EAM) [3-8] and COMPASS forcefield [3-9] which have been frequently used to model 
atomic interactions for metals and polymers, respectively. 
In metals, there are clouds of free electrons. At equilibrium, the free electrons will be 
distributed among the crystals and offer equilibratory actions on each atom core. Such 
interaction gives rise to an “embedded potential”. To describe the embedded potential, it 
is vital to know the electron density. Two assumptions are made: 
1) Each atom is assumed to be embedded in a locally uniform electron cloud. 
2) The electron density is inferred from the atom density, that is, the electron density 
assumed to be related to the atom density. 
Combining the embedded potential and pair potential, the total potential function can 
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be expressed as  






1 ϕρ               (Eq-3-2) 
The effective-medium theory and embedded atom method potential share the same 
basic form of equation Eq-3-2, where Etot is the total potential energy; Fi is the embedding 
energy and ρi is the electron density; φij is the pair potential and rij is the distance between 
a pair of atoms i, j. The pair function of EAM is a polynomial expression derived from 
Taylor’s expansion and is not complicated for calculations. The EAM potential has 
become very popular in describing materials, especially metals [3-10] [3-11].  
The COMPASS (Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic 
Simulation Studies) forcefield was developed via ab initio and empirical parameterization 
techniques, in which the valence parameters and atomic partial charges were derived by 
fitting to ab initio data, and the Van der Waals parameters were derived by conducting 
MD simulation of the molecular liquids, and fitting the simulated cohesive energies and 
equilibrium densities to experimental data [3-9]. The functional forms used in the 
COMPASS are the traditional forms for polymers as 
bondnoncrosstermvalencetot EEEE −++=            (Eq-3-3) 
where, 
ooptorsionanglebondvalence EEEEE +++=            (Eq-3-4) 
and, 
hbondcoulombvdwbondnon EEEE ++=−              (Eq-3-5) 
The valence interaction energy Evalence includes terms to account for: 
1) Bond stretching (bond). 
2) Valence angle bending (angle). 
3) Dihedral angle torsion (torsion). 
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4) Inversion, also called out-of-plane interactions (OOP) terms, which are part of 
nearly all forcefields for covalent systems.  
Ecrossterm accounts for bond or angle distortions caused by neighbor atoms, including 
stretch-stretch, stretch-bend-stretch, bend-bend, torsion-stretch, torsion-bend-bend, bend-
torsion-bend, stretch-torsion-stretch, etc.   
The non-bond interaction Enon-bond includes the following three terms: 
1) Van der Waals (vdw).   
2) Electrostatic (coulomb). 
3) Hydrogen bond (hbond) terms in some forcefields. 
Validation studies based on large number of isolated molecules, molecular liquids and 
molecular crystals, representing 28 molecular classes, show that the COMPASS forcefield 
enables accurate and simultaneous prediction of structural, conformational, vibrational, 
and thermo-physical properties for a broad range of molecules in isolation and condensed 
phases. The COMPASS forcefield have achieved significant success in modeling bio-
materials [3-12] [3-13].  
However, due to the extreme complexity of the interaction conditions, the forcefield 
can only describe a small number of potentials. Furthermore, the accuracy of the 
forcefields greatly depends on the fitted parameters which are mainly derived from ab 
initio calculations or well chosen experiments. For the case where high complexity exists 
(like activated atom, chemical reaction) or high accuracy required, ab initio algorithm 
becomes necessary. 
The integration of Newton’s law of motion results in a trajectory that specifies how 
the position and velocity of the particles in the system vary with time. The trajectory is 









xi =           (Eq-3-6) 
This equation describes the motion of a particle with mass mi along one coordinate (xi) 
with Fxi being the force on the particle in that direction at a time step of t. 
The inter-atomic force is derived from the potential energy based on the position of 
individual atoms. The atoms are moving all the time, that is, the positions of the atoms are 
changing all the time and thereby all the atomic interactions are changing too. As the 
force is only calculated at every time step, that is, only at an instant of the whole time step, 
there is a slight error between the calculated value and true value. No matter how small 
the time step is, it is impossible to track the displacement and force curve exactly. Hence, 
some methods need to be applied to reduce these errors. Two algorithms are widely used: 
the Verlet’s algorithm and the Gear’s Predictor-Corrector Algorithm [3-5]. 
 The Verlet’s algorithm is a very simple method that combines two Taylor expansions 
as follows: The Taylor series for position from time t forward to t+Δt and t-Δt are 
expressed as: 
( ) ( )4333222 )(!31)(21)()( tOtdt txdtdt txdtdttdxtxttx Δ+Δ+Δ+Δ+=Δ+       (Eq-3-7) 
( ) ( )4333222 )(!31)(21)()( tOtdt txdtdt txdtdttdxtxttx Δ+Δ−Δ+Δ−=Δ−       (Eq-3-8) 
Combining equation Eq-3-7 and Eq-3-8 gives 
( ) ( )4222 )()()(2 tOtdt txdttxtxttx Δ+Δ+Δ−−=Δ+          (Eq-3-9) 
Omitting the high derivative ones, it gives the first-order central difference estimator: 





)(               (Eq-3-10) 
The Verlet’s algorithm is a two-step method because it estimates x(t+Δt) from the 
current position x(t) and the previous position x(t-Δt). It offers the virtues of simplicity 
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and good stability for moderately large time steps. However, such method requires 
recording the displacement of the last two steps and assumes the linearity in the velocity 
during that period. Therefore, the Verlet’s algorithm is suitable for the cases where the 
force is not very sensitive to displacement or where larger time steps are applied. 
The Predictor-Corrector algorithm can update the displacement in one time increment. 
It is composed of three steps: prediction, evaluation and correction. Based on the current 
position x(t) and velocity v(t), the steps are as follows: 
1) The position x(t+Δt) and velocity v(t+Δt) at the end of the next step is predicted. 
2) The forces at t+Δt are evaluated using the predicted position. 
3) The predictions are corrected using some combination of the predicted and 
previous values of position and velocity. 
Many methods used in MD simulations are often taken from the collection of methods 
devised by Gear [3-5]. In the Gear’s Predictor-Corrector algorithm, the atoms’ position ri 
at time t+Δt is predicted using a fifth-order Taylor series based on positions and their 
derivatives at time t. Thus, the time derivatives ri’, ri’’, ri’’’, ri(iv) and ri(v) are needed at 




















































Δ+Δ+′′′=Δ+′′′           (Eq-3-14) 
( ) ttrtrttr viiviivi Δ+=Δ+ )()( )()()(             (Eq-3-15) 
( ) )()()( trttr vivi =Δ+                (Eq-3-16) 
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The predicted positions and their derivatives are corrected using the discrepancy in 
Δr’’ between the predicted acceleration and that given by the evaluated force Fi. With the 
forces at t+Δt obtained from Eq-3-1, Newton’s second law can be used to determine the 
accelerations r’’(t+Δt). The difference between the predicted accelerations and evaluated 
accelerations is then formed with the predicted values ( ) )( ttr Pi Δ+″  from Eq-3-13. 
( ) )()( ttrttrr Piii Δ+″−Δ+′′=′′Δ              (Eq-3-17) 




ii Δ+= α                 (Eq-3-18) 












































trR i Δ′′Δ=Δ                 (Eq-3-24) 
The parameters of αi promote numerical stability of the algorithm and the values are 
determined by applying each algorithm to linear differential equation and analyzing the 
resulting stability matrices. Here an order five derivative method is adopted, i.e. q=5, so 
the values of the last column in Table-3-1 are applied here.  
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Table-3-1. Values of αi parameters of the highest derivative order q [3-5].  
 q=3 q=4 q=5 
α0 1/6 19/120 3/16 
α1 5/6 3/4 251/360 
α2 1 1 1 
α3 1/3 1/2 11/18 
α4 - 1/12 1/6 
α5 - - 1/60 
 
3.3 Ab initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) 
In this report, we will study the structures and properties of nano-scale materials 
resulted from various dynamic process, such as bulk diffusion, film growth, interfacial 
adhesion, phase transition, etc., accompanied with chemical reactions and quantum 
effects. Therefore, quantum mechanics, i.e. first-principle mechanics, combined with the 
MD method -- ab initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD), will be used.  
In this report, we will run ab initio MD simulations were performed with the CPMD 
software, which is a package of AIMD codes developed by IBM Zurich research 
laboratory [3-14]. It is a Car-Parrinello MD scheme with the implementation of the 
Density Function Theory (DFT) in the Kohn-Sham (KS) formulation for the energy 
calculation [3-15] [3-16]. Plane waves are used as the basis set for the valence electron 
wave functions and pseudo-potentials to describe the interaction between the valence 
electrons and the ionic cores.  
In the KS formulation of DFT, the energy of a system of electrons in the electrostatic 
field of the nuclei {RI, MI} can be written in terms of the electron density ne(r) and of 




2)()( ψ                (Eq-3-25) 
as 
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ixcHextktot EEEEEE ++++=              (Eq-3-26) 
where Ek is the kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting electrons 

























∂=∇               (Eq-3-28) 
Ψi* is the complex conjugate of the orbital as the wavefunction may be complex, h is the 
Planck’s constant (6.62618×10-34Js), m is the particle mass, and V is target volume. 
Eext is the interaction energy of the external potential Vext,  
∫= drrnrVE eextext )()(               (Eq-3-29) 
EH is the electron-electron Coulombic energy  





rnrnE eeH              (Eq-3-30) 
Exc is the exchange and correlation energy 
∫ ∇= drrnrnrnE eeexcxc )())(),((ε             (Eq-3-31) 
where εxc is the exchange-correlation functional. Ei is the ion-ion interaction 
∑




E                (Eq-3-32) 
where ZI and RI are the charge and position of ion I. 
As the exact density exchange–correlation functional is unknown; an approximation 
must be used for εxc. Several different approaches have been proposed; such as local-
density approximation (LDA) [3-17], semi-local approximations with various gradient 
correction approaches (BLYP) [3-18], PW91 by Wang and Perdew [3-19], PBE by 
Perdew et al. [3-20], and RPBE by Hammer et al. [3-21], etc. Within the CPMD package, 
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only the BLYP functional is available with the element Ta, therefore the BLYP exchange-
correlation functions were used for all the elements throughout this project. Their 
accuracy will be discussed together with pseudopotentials later in this chapter.  
Variational optimization of Etot with respect to a variation of the electronic density 
gives rise to the so-called KS equations 
∑ ΦΛ=Φ
j
jijiKS rrH )()(               (Eq-3-33) 
where Φi(r) is the KS orbital, Λij is the Lagrange multiplier [3-2], and HKS is the KS 





1 2 rVrVrVH extxcHKS           (Eq-3-34) 
The minimization of Etot with respect to ne for all configurations of the nuclei {RI} 
generates the ground state, which is also known as Born-Oppenheimer surface. 
Traditional procedures of AIMD with DFT require the sequential iterative solution 
comprising three steps:  
1) Solution of the electronic problem for a given configuration of the nuclei to reach 
the Born-Oppenheimer surface. 
2) Calculation of the forces acting on nucleus. 
3) Displacing the nucleus accordingly. 
Such a procedure is extremely computationally expensive. To overcome this problem, 
Car and Parrinello showed that the coupling between nuclear time evolution and 
electronic minimization could be treated efficiently via an implicit adiabatic dynamics 
approach [3-15]. In their scheme, a fictitious dynamics for the electronic orbitals is 
introduced which, given orbitals initially at the minimum for an initial nuclear 
configuration, would allow electrons to follow the nuclear motion adiabatically, and thus, 
be automatically at their approximately minimized configuration at each step of the MD 
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evolution. The dynamics are controlled by introducing a set of orbitals “velocities” Ψ
•
(r) 






1| ∫∑ == •• ψμψψμ &            (Eq-3-35) 
where μ is a fictitious electron mass ( having units of energy*time2 ). A Lagrangian that 
includes the orbitals as fictitious dynamical degrees of freedom was proposed as  










1| δψψψψψμ     (Eq-3-36) 
where ψi is the KS orbital, MI is the ionic mass, Λij is the Lagrange multipliers needed to 
impose the orthonormality constraints, and δij is the Kronecker delta which has a value of 
one if i equals j and zero otherwise. 
The Euler equations of motion derived from this Lagrangian are the following: 



















∂−== •• ψ           (Eq-3-37) 
Starting from a local minimum of Etot[{ψi(r,t)},RI(t0)] with respect of ψi(r,t0), the 
fictitious parameters μi and the initial velocities ψ&  can be chosen in such a way that the 
time scale of the motion of the electronic degrees of freedom is much shorter than that of 
the motion of the classical nuclear degrees of freedom. In this way, ions and electrons are 
only weakly coupled and the reciprocal energy transfer is small enough to allow the 
electrons to follow adiabatically the ionic motion on the instantaneous Born-Oppenheimer 
surface. Thus solving the electronic problem at each step of the MD simulation can be 
avoided [3-22]. Eq-3-36 and 37 are known as Car-Parrinello equations, and they form the 
basis of AIMD method. 
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3.4 Model building 
3.4.1 SiLK 
To run AIMD simulations, the first step is to build the model with various layers, 
including the Cu metal conductor, Ta diffusion barrier, Si-based pore-sealing layer, and 
SiLK as the polymer low-k dielectrics. The structures of the metal layers and Si-based 
materials are comparatively simple, while the SiLK has a complex amorphous, 
crosslinking structure of aromatic chains. Thus, the key to a good model system lies in the 
amorphous crosslinked SiLK-like polymers. 
Generating the SiLK-like polymer comprises four steps: 
1) Selection of the basic unit of the polymer and specification of parameters, such as 
density, volume, degree of crosslinking, etc. 
2) Construction and assembly of the basic units, forming crosslinks if necessary. 
3) Relaxation of the structure through Monte-Carlo simulation. 
4) Performing MD simulation to bring the system into an amorphous structure at the 
required temperature.  
 
Fig-3-1. Monomer of the aromatic hydro-carbon chains. 
The basic unit of the SiLK is an aromatic chain. Fig-3-1 shows the monomer of the 
SiLK polymer backbone chain, with which the aromatic hydro-carbon chains of various 
lengths can be polymerized. Although saturating the carbon-carbon bonds would reduce 
the dielectric constant further, it was avoided because of the associated reduction in the 
thermal stability [3-23]. Inclusion of hetero-atoms such as oxygen and nitrogen would 
increase the dielectric constant. 
The desired density and volume of the polymer is achieved by specifying the length of 
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the periodic cubic box and the number of molecules/atoms to be packed. After the 
polymer chains were generated, they were randomly put into the periodic box while 
ensuring no atom overlapped (or is too close to another atom). The procedure is shown in 
Fig-3-2.    
 
 
Fig-3-2. Procedure for generating the initial cell structure. 
After putting all the polymer chains inside the periodic cell, a Monte-Carlo simulation 
with COMPASS forcefield was carried out to optimize the system to the minimum energy.  
Setting up the initial configuration of an amorphous polymeric system requires some 
special considerations in addition to those required when modeling atomic or small-
molecule amorphous solids. It is generally sufficient to begin with any regular crystal 
lattice. With desired system density, individual atoms or molecules are given small 
random displacements (and reorientations in the case of molecules). Random velocities 
chosen from a Maxwell distribution are then assigned, and molecular dynamics 
simulation is started, resulting in the fairly rapid conversion of the structure to one typical 
of an amorphous structure [3-1]. In the case of polymers, it is important to start with a 
configuration in which backbone bond conformer populations and the global 
characteristics of the chains (e.g., mean-squared radius of gyration) are representative of 
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those which would be found with significant probability in the material to be studied. For 
short chains with a maximum of, say, 20-30 backbone bonds, it has been demonstrated 
that reasonable starting structures can be obtained from either a crystalline or random (for 
non-crystalline material) initial arrangement by performing molecular dynamics 
equilibration [3-24][3-25]. 
For the case with crosslinking, experimental results show that the polymer chains are 
crosslinked at the triple/double carbon-carbon bonds between two benzene rings. It can be 
crosslinked by soft agents (like CH3) or hard links (like benzene rings). To save 
computational cost, the crosslinks are set up via soft agents initially when generating the 
basic polymer chains as shown in Fig-3-3. Thus, the SILK-like amorphous polymer 
model can be built up based on the above methodology.  
 
 
Fig-3-3. Crosslinking of SiLK backbone chains via soft crosslinking agents. 
 
3.4.2 Fabrication process 
Apart from the polymer dielectrics, we need to model the Ta barrier and pore-sealing 
materials and their fabrication process where necessary.  
The Ta layer is normally fabricated by sputtering deposition. Sputtering is a physical 
process whereby atoms in a solid target material are ejected into the gas phase due to 
bombardment of the material by energetic ions (Fig-3-4). It is extensively used in the 
semiconductor industry to depositing thin films of various materials, and is especially 
suitable for depositing metal thin films because of the low substrate temperatures applied. 
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Fig-3-4. Sputtering deposition for thin films in a vacuum chamber. Ar+ is used as the 
source ion to bombard the target atoms down to the substrate. 
 
 
Sputtering is largely driven by momentum exchange between the ions and atoms in 
the target material due to collisions. The process can be thought as atomic billiards, with 
the ion striking a large cluster of close-packed target atoms. Although the first collision 
pushes atoms deeper into the cluster, subsequent collisions between the atoms can result 
in some of the atoms near the surface being ejected away from the cluster. The ions for 
the sputtering process are supplied by plasma that is induced in the sputtering equipment. 
The number of target atoms and their kinetic energy upon being ejected from the surface 
per incident ion are important measurements of the efficiency of the sputtering process. 
The kinetic energy of the sputtered atoms has significant influence on the growth and 
properties of the deposited films. To obtain desired sputtering kinetic energy, many 
factors, including the energy of the incident ions, the masses of the ions and target atoms, 
and the binding energy of atoms in the target film need to be controlled. However, it is 
impossible to control the exact energy of each sputtered atom, only an average kinetic 
energies of all the sputtered atoms can be targeted via carefully adjusting the deposition 
parameters.  
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Modeling of the sputtering process will start from the stage when the target atoms are 
being ejected. Fig-3-5 presents the initial states for the sputtering simulation, in which 
some important considerations are: 
1) The target atoms shall be located above the substrate with enough distance, so that 
the target atoms do not interact with substrate atoms prior to the simulation. 
2) The target atoms shall be sufficiently separated from each other, so that no initial 
bond forms among them unless a cluster deposition is required. 
3) Initial downward velocities are assigned to each target atom with a Maxwell 
distribution of kinetic energies with desired mean values, which is in accordance 
with the experimental conditions. 
4) After being sputtered down, the target atoms need sufficient time to travel down 
and chemically react with ambient atoms to achieve an equilibrating state. 
5) Thermal treatment can be applied to the substrate, but not for the target atoms 
before reaching the substrate surface. 
6) Only a small number of target atoms (decades only) can be modeled due to the 
computational costs. However, after the process, subsequent target atoms can be 
introduced for a continuous deposition until enough target atoms are sputtered 
down.      
 
Fig-3-5. Model of sputtering process.  
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The Si-based pore-sealing thin films are normally fabricated by PECVD. It is a typical 
CVD process enhanced by plasma treatment to activate the reaction surface and is widely 
used for deposition of thin films with various complex compositions and structures. 
During the process, the substrate is exposed to one or more volatile precursors, which 
react and/or decompose on the substrate surface to produce the desired deposit. 
Frequently, volatile byproducts are also produced, which are removed by gas flow 
through the reaction chamber.  
As we are only interested in the final compositions and structures of the Si-based 
pore-sealing films, we will build these films directly into the amorphous structures with 
desired compositions. The composition can be obtained from experimental measurements 
which are dependent on the precursor and reaction conditions. It is noted that some 
amorphous structures are not stable and tend to crystallize. Such transformation will take 
place automatically during energy minimization in our simulations. 
 
3.5 Simulation Conditions 
3.5.1 Time step 
 In an MD simulation, each time step meaningfully represents the change of atomic 
positions over time. Large time steps can result in atoms moving too close to one another 
and giving rise to extremely high forces. This causes computational instability and breaks 
down the simulation process. On the other hand, too small a time step leads to excessive 
number of dynamic steps. This incurs huge computational costs and especially so for ab 
initio MD simulations.  
 For a CPMD simulation, normally time steps of 0.1-0.2 fs are routinely adopted and 
reported in most publications [3-26]. For the models reported in this thesis, a 0.5 fs time 
step causes computational instability. When the time step is less than 0.17 fs, the total 
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system energy becomes stable. Further reduction in time step did not change the required 
time for system equilibration by means of total energy stabilization. Here, a time step of 
0.12 fs is used in order to keep computation tractable without causing instability. 
 
3.5.2 Pseudopotential 
 Pseudopotentials are usually applied in DFT calculations to represent the interactions 
from the ionic cores and core electrons (inner orbital electrons that are not involved in 
any chemical reactions). They lead to a reduction of the number of electrons in the system 
and thereby allow faster calculations and treatment of bigger systems. In this thesis, the 
Martins-Troullier type of pseudopotential is used as it is the only one available for the 
element Ta in the CPMD software package. 
Table-3-2. Parameters for testing the pseudopotential and exchange-correlation functions. 
All the lengths are in unit of Å and energies in unit of eV. 
Material Item Standard Value (ASTM) Calculation 
Ta Lattice (bcc) a = 3.303 a = 3.291 
Cu Lattice (fcc) a = 3.615 a = 3.623 
SiC Lattice 
(hexagonal) 
a = 3.078 
c = 10.046 
a = 3.064 
c = 10.010 
CH4 Bond length 
Bond energy 
L = 1.09 
E = 4.27 
L = 1.09 
E = 4.26 
NH3 Bond length 
Bond energy 
L = 1.01 
E = 4.02 
L = 1.01 
E = 4.01 
 
The accuracy of the pseudopotential, together with the BLYP exchange-correlation 
functions, was tested by comparing the calculated geometries with experimental data on 
Ta single crystal, Cu single crystal, SiC single crystal, CH4 molecule, and NH3 molecule. 
The lattice parameters of crystals, and bond lengths and bond energies for the latter two 
molecules were checked. All the calculated data were within 0.5% compared to 
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experimental results (Table-3-2). Therefore, the adopted pseudopotential and exchange-
correlation functions are considered suitable for our models.  
 
3.5.3 Cutoff Energy 
 The cutoff energy is another important consideration for the ab initio algorithm. The 
higher the cutoff energy, the more precise the result will be but the computational cost 
increases. A balance of the overall effects is considered when choosing a cutoff energy 
with acceptable precision as well as computational cost. 
 The cutoff energy is related to the adopted pseudopotentials. Many types of 
pseudopotentials have been developed which can be classified as hard (such as Goedecker 
type [3-29]), middle-soft (such as Martins-Troullier type [3-27]) and ultrasoft (such as 
Vanderbilt type [3-30]). Normally, the harder a pseudopotential, the higher the cutoff 
energy it requires. 
 Normally a cutoff energy of 500 to 700 eV is used for Martins-Troullier 
pseudopotentials in previous literatures [3-26]. The equilibrated structures of SiLK and 
Ta/SiC (details of the models are provided in Chapters 4 and 5) are used as examples 
because they are representative models of this project. The total system energies of the 
two models with various cutoff energies are shown as Fig-3-6. It clearly shows that the 
total energy becomes stabilized when the cutoff energy is higher than 500 eV for both 
models. In this project, 650eV is used as the cutoff energy for all the simulations in order 
to ensure reliable results and acceptable computational cost. 
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3.5.4 K-points setting 
With the DFT algorithm, many expressions of electronic wavefunctions are required 
to sample the target space, which comprises multiple Brillouin zones. Here, some 
concepts are introduced briefly. In the modeling space, a Bragg plane for two points in the 
space is the plane which is perpendicular to the line between the two points and passes 
through the bisector of that line. The Brillouin zone for a point is the set of points that are 
closer to this point than any Bragg planes. Therefore, every element point has its Brillouin 
zone enclosed by Bragg planes that are defined by itself with nearest neighbor elements.  
To improve the efficiency of dealing with wavefunctions, DFT expressions can be 
well evaluated using a numerical scheme that performs summation over a small number 
of special points in the Brillouin zones [3-31]. Thus, one can obtain an accurate 
approximation of the electronic potential and the total energy of a system by calculating 
electronic states at a very small number of points in the Brillouin zone, i.e. K-points. 
   Here, one of the most popular schemes for generating K-points, which was proposed 
by Monkhorst and Pack [3-32][3-33] is adopted. This scheme produces a uniform grid of 
K-points along the three axes in reciprocal space to represent the sampling density of 
electronic wavefunctions. The Monkhorst-Pack grid is defined by three integers, such as 
222, 333…, which specify the number of divisions along each axes within the Brillouin 
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zone. Higher K-points setting gives more accurate results but significantly higher 
computational cost. The lowest density of K-points setting has one point at each Brillouin 
zone center, which is called as Γ-point.  
Here, another test via a plot of the total system energies as a function of K-points 
settings for the SiLK and Ta/SiC models was carried out. (It is noted that for the Ta/SiC 
model, only 9 Ta atoms that are near to the SiC top surface are included due to the 
insufficient memory of our server processors.) As shown in Fig-3-7, there is little change 
of the system total energies with increasing K-points densities from Γ to 333. Thus, the 
usage of Γ-point is suitable for our models.  
 
Fig-3-7. Total energy of SiLK (left) and Ta/SiC (right) models as function of K-points 




 The model properties are usually analyzed during the equilibrating stage. An 
equilibrating ab initio MD model shall possess stabilized ensembles, such as energy, 
temperature etc., as a function of simulation time. Here, the electron kinetic energy, ion 
kinetic energy, ion temperature, total potential energy and total system energy as a 
function of time for the SiLK and Ta/SiC models are plotted. During the MD process, two 
hundred data were collected for each plot. Since the equilibrating time for SiLK and 
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Fig-3-8. The plot of electron kinetic energy, ion kinetic energy, ion temperature, potential 
energy and total system energy for the model SiLK (left) and Ta/SiC (right).   
 
In Fig-3-8, the electron kinetic energies are always very small (near to zero) 
throughout the whole process. This represents that the wavefunctions have been properly 
propagated on the Born-Oppenheimer surface. This is the basic condition for computing 
the ion dynamics. 
The ion kinetic energies, as a reflection of ion temperature, show little vibrations 
around the mean values based on the pre-defined 300K temperature. As indicated, the 
plotted ion temperatures are satisfactorily stable. 
The potential energies became stabilized after drops at the beginning stage. It means 
that the atoms have been relocated to their equilibrated positions. 
From the energy plots, the total system energies can be seen to reach equilibration at 
the end of MD run. Therefore, the models were at their minimum energy states and ready 
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for structure and property analysis.  
Similar plot for other systems in Chapter 6 and 7 are present in appendix. 
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Investigation of Metal Diffusion into Polymers  
 
4.1 Introduction 
As transistors become smaller and faster, delays in interconnects become a significant 
part of total processing time [4-1]. To address this, the possibility of replacing 
conventional Al/SiO2 interconnects with Cu/low-k SiLK-like polymer (SiLKTM is its trade 
mark of Dow Chemical Company) is being actively explored [4-2]. However, Cu tends to 
diffuse into SiLK leading to functional failures such as short circuiting. Although 
inserting a thin layer of Ta between Cu and SiLK significantly reduces the diffusion, it is 
not completely eliminated [4-3]. An understanding of factors affecting atomic level metal-
in-polymer motion will provide a basis for materials selection in actual applications.    
Classical molecular dynamics (CMD) have been used to study diffusion of small 
molecules in the gaseous state in polymers. Li et al. calculated diffusion coefficients of 
hydrophobic molecules diffusing through hydrophobic amorphous polymers by CMD and 
obtained good agreement with experimental values [4-4]. A more accurate method for 
simulating diffusion of gases and organic solvents through glassy polymers by CMD was 
proposed by Gray-Weale et al [4-5]. They also predicted diffusion coefficients observed 
in actual experiments and found that the penetrants occasionally jumped between cavities 
inside the polymers. Charati and Stern calculated the diffusion coefficients of He, O2, N2, 
CO2 and CH4 at 300K in four silicon polymers by CMD and showed that gases exhibit 
two types of motions - hopping between cavities and oscillations within cavities [4-6]. 
More recently, Bharadwaj and Boyd studied diffusion of methane in aromatic polyesters 
and found hopping occur for temperatures up to 600K [4-7]. While CMD has successfully 
simulated diffusion of gases in polymers, it has not been used to study diffusion of metals 
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in polymers because there is no available potential describing metal-polymer interaction. 
Metal-polymer diffusion is also very different from gas-polymer diffusion; metals can 
diffuse as single atoms or as atom clusters and metal-metal bonds may form in the 
process. In the current work, ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) is used to investigate 
Cu and Ta motion in SiLK to gain an understanding of their diffusion characteristics.   
 
4.2 Methodology 
Based on the original chain structure of SiLK given by Martin et al [4-2], a linear 
amorphous polymer was first created by the Monte Carlo method [4-8]. The periodic cell 
of the amorphous polymer (Fig-4-1) contains about 100 atoms within a 10.5Å cube to 
give the measured density of 1.14g/cm3. CMD was implemented at the initial stage to 
relax the amorphous structure prior to the AIMD calculations. A single Cu or Ta atom was 
placed in the amorphous polymer cell to investigate the single metal atom motion in the 
linear amorphous polymer (LAP). The simulations were performed using Car-Parrinello 
MD (CPMD) [4-9] with the Kohn-Sham formula for energy based on the DFT [4-10]. A 
wave function optimization was implemented to quench the electrons to the ground-state 
prior to the ab initio MD diffusion simulations at 300K.  
 
(a)           (b) 
Fig-4-1. Periodic model of amorphous polymer. (a) original view; (b) in-cell view. 
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4.3 Diffusion analysis 
Fig-4-2 shows the speed against time for Cu and Ta atoms in the LAP. The speed of 
the Cu atom fluctuates greatly compared to that of Ta, suggesting Cu moves through the 
polymer by hopping, similar to gas diffusions [4-4] while oscillations, which exist even 
near 0 K, may just be a mechanism for energy accumulation. Fig-4-3 shows the total 








|)1()(|                (Eq-4-1) 
where N is the number of time intervals in the computation and r(n) the position of the 
metal atom at interval n. The displacement was normalized by the lattice size and was 
taken as absolute value at each interval for summing up. It is noted that although the mass 
of Ta atoms is only twice that of Cu, the TD of Cu is four times that of Ta. Hence, atom 
motion is not purely dependent on the penetrant mass and size, resulting inertia and steric 

























Fig-4-3. Total normalized displacement of Cu and Ta in SiLK-like LAP and crosslinked 
polymer. 
 
The trajectory of Ta atoms showed them vibrating above the benzene rings and their 
adjacent double bonds. In another simulation work [4-11], Ta was found to be adhered to 
SiLK monomer above the center of the benzene ring and slightly toward the C=C bond 
aside, with an adhesive energy of 2.29 eV. It can also sit on a semi-benzene ring with 
adjacent double bond, with an adhesive energy of 1.72 eV (Fig-4-4). These indicate 
significant affinity between Ta and SiLK. However, it shall be noted that these adhesive 
energy was calculated at 0K via geometry optimizations. At room temperature, Ta atom is 
expected to experience thermodynamic vibrations.  
 




In contrast, Cu atoms exhibit a random trajectory with no preferred bonding site, 
indicating no affinity to the polymer. This could explain why Cu diffuses through SiLK 
more readily than Ta. Further calculations confirmed that Cu do not bond to the monomer 
of SiLK at the sites where Ta can.  
As crosslinking within the polymer was expected to affect diffusion, a series of 
methylene (-CH2-) groups were selected to link the backbone chains of the LAP to form a 
crosslinked polymer. As shown in Fig-4-5, the carbon-carbon double bonds were 
saturated by the crosslinking agent and H atoms.  
 
Fig-4-5. Crosslinking of linear chains by –CH2– groups. 
 
The density of the crosslinked polymer after relaxation was 1.15 g/cm3; similar to that 
of the LAP. Single Cu or Ta atoms were again placed within the cells. The results in Fig-
4-3 suggest that crosslinking does not impede atom motion. The polymer matrix did not 
transform significantly during the simulation; the polymer structures only underwent 
slight re-orientation. We believe chemical structure (i.e., elements and functional groups), 
and polymer density have the greatest effect on atom motion because the LAP and 
crosslinked polymer models have similar functional groups (essentially benzene rings) 
and density whereas the difference in the interaction energies of the monomer to Ta and 
Cu (< 0.02 eV) is significant.   
In the fabrication of actual Cu/SiLK dielectric systems, Cu and Ta are likely to be 
deposited onto the substrates as clusters of atoms rather than isolated atoms. Single metal 
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atoms or small clusters may combine together to form a bigger cluster during diffusion as 
metal clusters are often detected by TEM in diffusion processes (Fig-2-1) [4-12]. At high 
enough temperatures, metal clusters may even split into several smaller clusters or even 
single atoms. Hence, the simulation was repeated with a dimmer; a planar triple structure; 
and a pyramidal quadruple structure (Fig-4-6) in place of single metal atoms. The 
distances between atoms were set to actual atomic bond lengths (2.56 Å for Cu, 2.86 Å 
for Ta). The quadruple structure is the basic configuration of fcc Cu crystal structure.  
 
Fig-4-6. Metal cluster models for Cu and Ta. 
 
Fig-4-7 is a plot of the total displacement (TD) of metal clusters diffusing inside the 
SiLK matrix. It was found that for both Cu and Ta clusters, there was no bond breakage 
when they penetrated through the crosslinked polymer at room temperature. The TD of 
the Cu clusters noticeably decreased with cluster size, but not linearly. Similar trend was 
also presented by Ta cluster diffusion. Hence, the chemistry between metal atoms and 
polymers again strongly affects atom motion.  
 





An effective Cu-diffusion barrier material must have low inter-diffusion with both the 
Cu and the dielectric substrate. Ta is inert and unlikely to alloy with Cu through inter-
diffusion. Our simulation has shown that the Ta diffusion in SiLK is suppressed due to its 
strong affinity to the SiLK, supporting its potential as a good barrier material for Cu/SiLK 
systems. This suggests materials with strong affinity to Ta atoms are possible good low-k 
materials - a useful guide in the development of novel low-k materials. 
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Chapter 5 
Investigation of Ta Film Growth Mechanisms and Atomic 
Structures on Polymer and SiC Amorphous Substrates 
 
5.1 Introduction 
One of the impediments to faster circuit relay times in new microelectronic 
components is the physical limit in RC delay of traditional dielectric systems. For sub-65 
nm node technology and beyond, the use of Cu and ultra low-k dielectrics (k<2.4) is 
necessary to improve device performance [5-1][5-2]. Since Cu tends to diffuse into inter-
level dielectrics (ILD), leading to degradation in dielectric performance, it is common to 
deposit a Ta film between the Cu and dielectric material to act as a diffusion barrier 
because Ta is chemically inert and thermodynamically stable [5-3]. As Ta has a higher 
electrical resistance than Cu, the Ta barrier film should be less than 7 nm (on sidewalls) 
for sub-65 nm node technology to maintain good electrical conductance [5-4]. However, 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) results show that Ta films less than 10-nm thick may not possess 
sufficient thermal and mechanical stability [5-5]. It is reported that Ta-based films, like 
TaN and TaCN, possess better barrier effects due to the formation of more stable 
interfaces with Cu and the dielectric films [5-6]-[5-10]. However, there is still a need to 
further improve the barrier effects and stability of these Ta-based thin films. An 
understanding of the Ta film structure, properties and their growth mechanisms on various 





Here, we present experimental results of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) analyses on two dielectric systems - Cu/Ta/PS 
(PS is a polystyrene-based low-k polymer trademarked under the name SiLKTM by Dow 
Chemical [5-11]) and Cu/Ta/SiC/PS, fabricated through layer-by-layer deposition via 
sputtering processes at room temperature. Ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations were performed for the above two systems to obtain more complete 













Fig-5-2. Element depth profiles from SIMS analyses for (a) Cu/Ta/PS and (b) 
Cu/Ta/SiC/PS systems. 
 
TEM cross-section images show that there is a mixed interface between the Ta and 
PS (Fig-5-1(a)), indicating that Ta atoms have penetrated into the PS matrix. In contrast, 
the Ta/SiC interface is well defined (Fig-5-1(b)), implying that Ta atoms adhere more 
readily to the SiC substrate than the PS substrate. 
Fig-5-2 shows the depth profiles of each element from SIMS analysis. It can be seen 
that in the Cu/Ta/PS system, the Cu atoms have penetrated through the Ta film into the PS 
substrate (Fig-5-2(a)), whereas, for the Cu/Ta/SiC/PS system, the diffused Cu atoms are 
entirely contained within the Ta film (Fig-5-2(b)), i.e. the Ta film is effective in 
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preventing Cu from further diffusion. It should be noted that differences in Cu penetration 
depth of the two systems occur despite similar thicknesses in the Ta barrier films of both 
systems. The experimental results provide clear evidence that the SiC/PS substrate leads 
to a more effective Cu-diffusion barrier than a pure PS substrate, suggesting that the 
structures of the Ta film in the two systems are different. 
 
5.3 Simulation 
While informative, it is still difficult to understand the mechanisms that lead to the 
suspected differences in the Ta structures and depth of Cu penetration in the above two 
dielectric systems through the experimental observations alone. Therefore, ab initio 
molecular dynamic calculations were carried out to simulate the Ta deposition processes 
to reveal the Ta film growth mechanisms and their barrier effects. Car-Parrinello 
molecular dynamics (CPMD) was employed for the simulations, where the density 
functional theory (DFT) with electronic plane wave functions was applied at a cut-off 
energy of 650eV [5-12] [5-13]. The Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) [5-14] form of 
generalized gradient approximation was used for exchange and correlation, and Martins-
Troullier pseudopotentials were selected for the element ions and core electrons [5-15]. 
 The amorphous structures of SiC and PS were first generated by the Monte Carlo 
method to build models as the substrates in a similar fashion to previously reported work 
[5-16]. Each substrate model was a periodic cell with dimensions 10×10×10Å containing 
about 100 atoms. The model was first relaxed at 300K for 30 picoseconds (ps) by CPMD. 
A free surface was then created by adding a 20Å thick vacuum to the top of the model. 
For the SiC cell, hydrogen atoms were used to saturate the atoms at the bottom of the 
cells. An additional 30 ps structural relaxation at 300K was then performed.  
Nine Ta atoms were placed above these surfaces and assigned downward velocities 
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following a Maxwell distribution to simulate the sputtering deposition of Ta as in the 
actual fabrication of dielectric systems. The kinetic energy of the atoms ranged from 1 to 
3 eV each. The atoms are positioned sufficiently far above the substrate surface and apart 
from one another so that no bonds are formed until they contact the substrate surface as 
shown in Fig-5-3. MD simulations were then performed for 100 ps at 300 K to ensure all 
the Ta atoms deposited on surfaces and the entire system reached equilibrium. The 
simulation of the deposition process was carried out three times in sequence to simulate 
the deposition of a total of 27 Ta atoms. This was followed by an additional 100 ps MD to 
ensure the overall system attained thermal equilibrium.  
Normally the wavefunctions were optimized to the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) surface 
every 1000 timesteps during the MD run. However, chemical reactions were expected to 
happen during the simulation process. Therefore, at the critical chemical reaction period, 
the wavefunctions were optimized every 10 timesteps, i.e. 1.2 fs, in order to ensure the 
correct reactions. Furthermore, the electron spins were not restricted to allow for bond 
formation and breakage. 
 











Fig-5-4. Ta film atomic structures after three batches of deposition of 9 Ta atoms per 
batch on (a) PS and (b) SiC. Figures of top view (upside) show only Ta atoms 
for clarity.  
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The simulations were performed on a supercomputer with eight 3.5GHZ processors. 
The complete simulation for each system starting from the generation of the amorphous 
substrate to the diffusion of Cu required more than three months due to the large models 
(around 130 atoms), the necessarily long equilibration times and the intensive ab initio 
calculations. 
Fig-5-4 shows the sequence of Ta film atomic structures after each of three batches of 
Ta deposition. It is apparent that the Ta atoms form an amorphous and loosely packed 
phase on the surface of PS, whereas close-packed Ta structures are formed on the SiC 
surfaces. 
The Ta film densities are quantified by the radial distribution function (RDF) of 







RRNRRRDF =               (Eq-5-1) 
Here, N(R1,R2) is the number of atom pairs separated by distances between R1 and R2. 
The RDF is calculated between R1 and R2 from Rmin (3.0Å) to Rmax (4.9Å) at intervals of 
0.1Å. This will include all the possible interatomic distances of nearest Ta-Ta pairs.  
The percentage weight of each RDF section is plotted in Fig-5-5. The RDF of Ta 
atoms on the SiC shows a peak at 3.4Å, which is close to that of nearest Ta-Ta pairs 
(3.31Å) in a single bcc Ta crystal at room temperature [5-17]. This suggests that the Ta 
atoms have grown into a single-crystal-like structure on the surface of SiC. Close-packed 
crystal structures are believed to have fewer defects and hence offer better barrier effects. 
For the Ta film on PS substrate, the peak RDF value occurs at 3.8Å. This larger 
interatomic distance suggests that a low density amorphous phase is formed as shown in 
Fig-5-4(a). It implies that the Ta film on the PS surface may not be able to form an 
efficient barrier film.  
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Fig-5-5. RDF of nearest pair Ta atoms on various surfaces.  
 
The formation of Ta films on various surfaces can be better understood by looking at 
the bond states between the surface elements and Ta atoms. It was found in previous 
simulation work that there are only two energetically favorable locations for Ta atoms (L1 
and L2 in Fig-5-6) on the PS monomer [5-18]. Ta atoms tend to locate themselves above 
the center of the benzene ring (L1) with bond energy of 2.29 eV, or sit on a semi-benzene 
ring (L2) with bond energy of 1.72 eV.  
In our surface model, it is estimated that there are four L1 and five L2 sites per square 
nanometer area on the PS surface. This gives an interfacial adhesion energy of at most 
17.76 eV/nm2. Compared to the PS substrate, Ta atoms adhered to the surface of the SiC 
substrate through formations of many Ta-C and Ta-Si bonds because Ta-C and Ta-Si 
bonds are more energetically favorable than Ta-Ta bonds (Table-5-1). Based on our model, 
the surface adhesion energy is about 69.2 eV/nm2, which is almost four times as that of 
the Ta/PS interface. It shall be noted that the adhesion energies were estimated to show 
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the qualitative different adhesion properties between Ta/PS and Ta/SiC. 
 
Fig-5-6. Preferred bonding locations of Ta to PS monomer. Light atoms stand for H; grey 
atoms stand for C and dark atoms stand for Ta [5-18]. 
 
Table-5-1: Calculated bonding energy (eV) and bond length (Å). 
Bond* Bonding energy Bond length 
Ta-C 2.96 2.23 
Ta-Si 2.15 2.92 
Ta-Ta 1.36 2.62 
Si-C 2.76 2.26 
*In the calculations, all non-metal atoms were saturated with methyl groups. 
 
The trajectory of each Ta atom during the MD simulation was recorded and the 
horizontal distance traveled by the atom on the substrate surface was calculated. The Ta 
atoms are divided into six groups based on their final height above the substrate surface. 
Each group represents a layer of Ta on the substrate (Fig-5-4). The average horizontal 
distance traveled by atoms of a layer is presented in Fig-5-7. It shows that Ta atoms 
within the first layer on the PS surface traveled the longest horizontal distance but 
subsequent layers of Ta atoms only needed to travel very short paths. When Ta atoms land 
on the PS surface during the deposition process, they travel considerable distances to 
either L1 or L2 locations because these sites are sparsely distributed and randomly 
orientated. Additional Ta atoms bond to Ta atoms already occupying the L1 and L2 sites 
Adhesion location, L1 
Adhesion location, L2 
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due to the affinity between Ta atoms (1.36 eV, Table-5-1) resulting in isolated Ta clusters. 
Since there is no preferred orientation for metallic Ta-Ta bond, additional Ta atoms need 
not travel as far as the atoms on the L1 and L2 sites. With further Ta deposition, Ta 
clusters eventually grow into a low density amorphous phase/film as shown in Fig-5-4(a). 
In contrast, the surface mobility of Ta atoms within the first layer on SiC surface is much 
lower than that of Ta atoms in subsequent layers. The initial low mobility is due to the 
large number of bond sites and the strong affinities between Ta atoms and surface atoms. 
The large number of bond sites leads to a relatively smooth Ta layer, which consequently 
presents a small energy barrier to the transverse motion of additional Ta atoms. Therefore, 
subsequent Ta atoms exhibited higher mobility, implying a possibility to form denser and 
relatively perfect structures as shown in Fig-5-4(b) [5-19]. 
 
Fig-5-7. The average horizontal distances traveled by each layer of Ta atoms. 
 
To verify the barrier effects of the above two Ta films, CPMD simulations were 
continued further to investigate the diffusion of Cu atoms into the films after sputtering 
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deposition at 300K. The final structures after the Cu atoms are deposited and equilibrated 
for 200 ps are shown in Fig-5-8. It is noted that the amorphous Ta film on the PS provides 
avenues for the Cu atoms to pass through. However, in the Cu/Ta/SiC structure, the Cu 
atoms mixed with some Ta atoms on the surface but did not penetrate through the Ta films. 
It means that Ta films have successfully blocked Cu when SiC is used as the substrate. 
These results are in good agreement with the experimental observations shown in Fig-5-2. 
 
Fig-5-8. CPMD simulated structures for Cu/Ta/substrate models. 
 
5.4 Transferability of model size 
For MD simulations, normally periodic boundary condition is applied at the side 
surfaces of the model. This approach idealizes the numerical model as a repeated section 
of a much larger bulk material comparable to experimental samples and has been proved 
to be effective [5-20].  
The properties of the model should not be qualitatively affected by different model 
size. Here, we set up one more group of Ta/PS and Ta/SiC models that is about 1/4 
smaller than the original models. The number of atoms was also reduced in order to keep 
the density unchanged. The Ta sputtering deposition and equilibration processes were 
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repeated on the two small models and final equilibrated structures are presented in Fig-5-
9 and Fig-5-10. 
  




Fig-5-10.  Two equilibrated Ta/SiC models that comprise 90 (left) and 125 (right) atoms, 
respectively. 
 
Fig-5-9 and Fig-5-10 show that the final equilibrated structures of Ta structures are 
not qualitatively changed for the smaller models. The density and film growth mechanism, 
which are found to be similar regardless of model size were analyzed. Thus, the original 
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models are transferable. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, agreement between the 
models and experimental observations were achieved. This indicates that the models are 
suitable to predict the characteristics of large samples. Therefore, the size of models 
applied here are transferrable and suitable for numerical studies. 
 
5.5 Surface roughness 
Another consideration is whether the surface/interface roughness will affect the 
structures and properties of the ultra thin films. In experiments, the film was initially 
deposited thicker than required, and then polishing was used to obtain the desired 
thickness. In the models here, the number of atoms was pre-determined based on the film 
density and thickness. The surface roughness of pore-sealing layer is not severe and does 
not prevent the Ta layer to from growing into a continuous film. With a continuous Ta 
film, the diffusion barrier performance will not be changed. Therefore, the film surface 
roughness conditions in the models are acceptable. 
 
5.6 Conclusion 
In conclusion, ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to simulate 
the Ta deposition process on a low-k polymer and SiC amorphous substrates, followed by 
Cu deposition on the resulting Ta films. The calculations have shown that (i) a pure PS 
substrate gives rise to loosely packed Ta amorphous films of insufficient density to 
prevent Cu penetration whereas Ta forms coherent single-crystal-like structures on SiC 
surfaces which show excellent barrier effects and (ii) SiC substrate gives rise to Ta layers 
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Hydrogen-induced Degradation of Ta Diffusion Barriers in 
Ultra Low-k Dielectric Systems 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Dielectric systems comprising Cu and porous ultra low-k (ULK) polymer dielectrics 
(k<2.4) have been used in 65nm interconnects and smaller devices [6-1]. Because of the 
very porous structures of these dielectric materials/polymers, methods to seal their 
surfaces are being devised. Of the various pore-sealing methods that have been reported 
[6-2]-[6-6], SiC thin films made from Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(PECVD) is one of the most promising and widely accepted [6-2][6-6]. A Ta barrier layer 
is deposited above such SiC thin films to prevent Cu from diffusing into ULK polymers. 
It is essential to keep the Ta film thin since it has a much higher electrical resistivity than 
Cu – normally less than 7 nm thick on the sidewalls is required. Besides thickness, the 
diffusion barrier performance of such thin Ta layers is also greatly dependent on their 
microstructures [6-7]. 
Our previous work has shown that pure SiC thin films provide a foundation for the 
Ta layer to form well organized, crystal-dense structures with excellent diffusion barrier 
properties [6-8]. However, it is not easy to grow pure SiC films on porous ULK polymers. 
As H atoms or ions are normally present in the precursors of the PECVD fabrication 
process [6-9][6-10], SixCyHz is formed instead of pure SiC. The presence of H lowers the 
density of the film, resulting in loosely packed thin film structures and rougher surfaces. 
It is believed that this allows Ta atoms to penetrate into SixCyHz, and hence, a 7 nm thick 
Ta layer is unable to form the close-packed structures required of a barrier layer [6-10]. In 
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our previous experiments, Trimethylsilane [(CH3)3SiH] was used as the precursors in the 
PECVD process. The Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) image of the resulting 
dielectric system in Fig-6-1(a) shows the layered structure to be Ta/SixCyHz/ULK. The 
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) profile indicates that the Ta layer has lost its 
barrier effect because Cu atoms have diffused through the Ta and SixCyHz layers into the 
ULK polymer. While experimental observations suggest that the microstructure of Ta 
barrier layer on the SixCyHz layer is different from that on pure SiC [6-8], the mechanism 
leading to the different microstructures is not well understood [6-10].   
 
Fig-6-1. (a) TEM cross sectional image of ULK/SixCyHz/Ta interfaces [6-10]. The ULK 
used is porous SiLKTM [6-11], a polystryrene-based porous polymer with 
average pore size of 8.2 nm and bulk k value of 2.2. Ta atoms were sputtered 
onto the pore-sealing layers to form a 10nm thick Ta barrier film, followed by 
the sputtering deposition of 25nm thick Cu conductor film.  
 
(b) SIMS profiles for ULK/SixCyHz/Ta interfaces showing the penetration of Ta 
and Cu atoms into the ULK polymer.  
 
6.2 Methodology 
We carried out ab initio molecular dynamic calculations to simulate the growth 
process of Ta on SixCyHz of various H concentrations to study the Ta layer growth 
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mechanism and understand the impact of H on its barrier effects. The deposition of Cu 
atoms onto the Ta/SixCyHz systems was also simulated to obtain an overall understanding 
of their diffusion barrier performance in Cu/ULK systems. 
The H concentration of the sample in Fig-6-1 was found to be 35%. Three amorphous 
models of the SixCyHz substrates were built with H molar concentrations of 15%, 25% 
and 35% via the previous amorphousing procedure [6-12]. Firstly, a cell was set up and 
the numbers of Si and C atoms (28 atoms of each) were decided based on the known 
density of SiC. Next, Si, C, H atoms were randomly put into the cell with H 
concentrations of either 15%, 25% or 35% for the three models. MC simulations were 
initially applied to avoid computational instability. Random initial velocities, with a 
Maxwell distribution based on the average kinetic energies at room temperature, were 
then assigned to each atom before MD simulations were carried out via COMPASS force 
field [6-13] to equilibrate the model while allowing the cell size to change. Finally, three 
models were obtained with different optimized density and cell size as a result of different 
H concentrations. The three models represent thin films of densities 2.43, 2.23 and 2.07 
g/cm3 respectively.  
With these SixCyHz models, ab initio molecular dynamics were carried out to 
simulate actual PECVD fabrication condition. The temperature was kept as 500K 
throughout the whole simulation process according to the experimental conditions. A 20Ǻ 
vacuum was added on the top of each cell, resulting in an amorphous surface at the top. 
Ta and Cu sputtering deposition simulations were then carried out in a similar manner as 
that reported in [6-8]. Atoms within the bottom 3Ǻ of the substrate models were fixed 
during the Ta sputtering simulations. Sixteen Ta atoms were placed above the amorphous 
SixCyHz surface and sufficiently apart from each other to prevent the formation of Ta-Ta 
bonds. The Ta atoms were assigned downward velocities with average atomic kinetic 
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energies of 1~3 eV following a Maxwell distribution. The dynamic deposition and 
relaxation were performed over 200 ps, during which the topmost Ta atoms took 3 ps to 
reach the SixCyHz surfaces. The process was carried out twice to simulate the deposition 
of 32 Ta atoms in total for each model. The entire model was then relaxed for an 
additional 100 ps before the deposition of Cu on the Ta layer was simulated in the same 
way for 200 ps to investigate the Cu deposition and diffusion processes on the Ta barrier 
layers. The equilibration was defined by monitoring energy functions as plotted in Fig-A-
1 and Fig-A-2 in appendix.   
The Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics method based on density functional theory 
(DFT) was employed for the ab initio molecular dynamic simulation [6-14]. The cutoff 
energy for the plane wave functions was set at 650 eV, similar to our earlier study [6-8]. 
Martins-Troullier pseudopotentials were employed for the element ions and core electrons 
[6-15], and the exchange and correlation functions were calculated via generalized 
gradient approximation (GGA) in the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) form [6-16].  
 
6.3 Results and discussions 
 
Fig-6-2. Structures of Ta atoms above three SixCyHz amorphous surfaces of H molar 
percentages (a) 15%, (b) 25% and (c) 35% respectively. Depositions were 
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carried out in two successive batches of 16 Ta atoms each via a 200 ps CPMD 
simulation at 500K. 
The Ta sputtering deposition simulations were performed on an 8×3.5GHz 
supercomputer over a period of more than two months. The Ta thin film structures on the 
three SixCyHz amorphous surfaces are shown in Fig-6-2. It can be seen that Ta atoms did 
not diffuse into SixCyHz layer, instead, H atoms out diffused into the Ta layers. Such out 
diffusion becomes more severe with higher H concentration. The out diffused H atoms 
spread in the Ta layers, behaving like gases due to their small size. This prevents Ta atoms 
from clustering to form the dense Ta structure as observed on pure SiC in our earlier work 
[6-8]. Other observations of such H out diffusion have also been reported recently [6-17]. 
 
Fig-6-3. RDF of Ta structures on SiC:H substrates with different H concentration. The 
curve for Ta structure on pure SiC was reported previously in [6-8]. 
 









RRNRRRDF =                (Eq-6-1) 
Here, N(R1,R2) is the number of atom pairs separated by distances between R1 and 
R2. The RDF is calculated between R1 and R2 from Rmin (3.0 Å) to Rmax (4.9 Å) at intervals 
of 0.1 Å. This will include all the possible interatomic distances of nearest Ta-Ta pairs. 
The distribution of atomic distances gives an indication of the relative densities of the Ta 
structures, from which some properties, like the crystal phase, barrier effects etc., can be 
supported. In Fig-6-3, it shows that the peak of the RDF curve gradually shifts to a larger 
value with increasing H concentration, indicating the degradation in packing density.  
The solubility of H inside the Ta bulk has been studied by Pryde and Tsong [6-18]. 
Their experiments showed that the solubility of H inside Ta is only around 2.6% H atomic 
concentration at temperatures 350k to 450K. When the H concentration exceeds 2.6%, the 
H atoms will form a phase by themselves and exist as impurities inside the Ta bulk. In 
Fig-6-2(c), the H concentration reaches around 20% in the Ta layer. Since H is unable to 
form strong bonds with Ta, high concentrations of such impurities will prevent Ta atoms 
to form close-packed structures during film growth which are always preferred for good 
barrier performance. A comparison with the Ta structure on pure SiC shows that the Ta 
structure in Fig-6-2(c) expanded by 12% [6-8].  
Once the number of H atoms within the substrate exceeds the saturation states of the 
C and Si atoms, some H atoms will remain as free atoms or combine into H2 molecules. 
In our SixCyHz model with 35% H concentration free H atoms were observed. It does not 
mean that 35% H concentration has exceeded the amount of H the Si and C atoms can 
bond to because the amorphous model has a certain degree of randomness. Prior to Ta 
deposition, these free H atoms vibrate about weak equilibration sites. With the 
bombardment of Ta atoms, considerable kinetic energy is imparted to the SixCyHz 
substrate and the repulsion between Ta atoms and the molecules of the substrate also 
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significantly compresses the substrate. In the process, the free H atoms are dislodged 
from their weak equilibration sites and are drawn into the Ta layer. There are also a few 
cases of bond breakage of Si-H at the top surface of the substrate when it is bombarded 
by Ta atoms. Although the Ta-Si bond energy (2.15 eV) is lower than that of Si-H bond 
(3.23 eV), a few Ta atoms with kinetic energy close to 3 eV upper limit were able to free 
the H atom bonded to Si atoms and form Ta-Si bonds. Once a Ta-Si bond is formed, the Si 
atoms became saturated again making it difficult for the H atoms to bond back with the Si 
atom. The H atoms that were released then out diffused into the Ta layer. Although not 
observed in our simulations, it is possible for the out diffused H atoms to combine as H2 
and vaporize into the upper vacuum. However, the formed Ta phase is unlikely reform as 
the Ta structure is quite stiff and stable as reported earlier [6-8]. 
It should also be noted that if the H content in SixCyHz is below a certain threshold, 
the thin films do not exhibit out diffusion of H atoms. Fig-6-2 shows that out diffusion is 
minimal when the H molar concentration is less than 15%. Only when the H 
concentration increases to 25%, was out diffusion observed. It becomes even more 
substantial when the H content is 35%. The Ta layer structure becomes looser and H 
atoms out diffused further into the Ta layer. In this situation, the barrier effect of the Ta 
layer may be totally negated.  
To evaluate the severity of the out diffusion on the barrier effects of the Ta layer, 
deposition of Cu for the model in Fig-6-2(c) was simulated in a similar fashion as before. 
A total of 16 Cu atoms were sputtered onto the Ta surfaces at an average kinetic energy of 
2 eV followed by 1 ns dynamics at 500 K. The intermediate stages of the simulation at 
100ps and 300ps for the Cu/Ta/SixCyHz system are also shown as Fig-6-4. It can be seen 
that Cu atoms penetrated the Ta layer. This confirms that barrier effect was lost because H 
out diffusion lowered the density of the barrier layer. The gaps created between Ta atoms 
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served as diffusion pathways. The diffusion speed of Cu atoms in the Ta layer was 
determined to be about 6.2 Ǻ/ns at the simulated temperature.  
 
Fig-6-4. States of Cu diffusion into Ta after (a) 100 ps, (b) 300 ps and (c) one ns. The 
bottom substrate is amorphous SixCyHz with 35% H content.  
 
6.4 Conclusion 
Ab initio molecular dynamic simulations of the deposition process of Ta on various 
SixCyHz substrates were performed. It was found that dense and effective Ta diffusion 
barriers are formed only in H deprived systems. The simulation results showed that the Ta 
structure on the SixCyHz with more than 25% H molar concentration degraded from a 
densely packed structure into an amorphous phase. Our simulations showed that the 
formation of such low density and amorphous phase is not due to the Ta atoms diffusing 
into the SixCyHz thin film but due to the H atoms out diffusing into the Ta layer. The 
simulations establish the importance of minimizing H in the environment during the 
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Chapter 7 
Understanding the Nitrogen-induced Effects on Structural 
Performance in Ultra Low-k Dielectric Systems  
 
7.1 Introduction  
The introduction of porous ultra low-k (ULK) dielectrics (k<2.4) has made it possible 
to fabricate sub-65 nm interconnect nodes. In the Cu/ULK systems, a diffusion barrier 
layer is required to prevent Cu from diffusing into the dielectrics. The diffusion barrier is 
usually made of Ta or TaN layer or Ta/TaN bi-layers for interconnect systems containing 
low-k dielectrics [7-1]-[7-3]. However, when ULK dielectrics are used, their highly 
porous structure adds another dimension of complexity. The pores on the surface of the 
dielectric must be well sealed because Ta easily seeps into the surface pores leading to a 
severe degradation of the performance of the diffusion barrier [7-4]. Tantalum Nitride 
(TaN) has been suggested as an alternative barrier material because the inclusion of N can 
change the Ta microstructure into an amorphous state with less grain boundaries, more 
continuity and higher stability [7-4][7-5]. It was reported that TaN layers with up to 50% 
molar concentration of N improve barrier performance and promote the growth of the 
desired Cu <111> phase [7-2][7-6]. However, it was found that to effectively stop the 
diffusion of Cu and seal the pores of the dielectric, the TaN layer needs to be at least 30 
nm. This is too thick for industrial purposes [7-7][7-8]. Recently, several Ta/pore-sealing 
bi-layers were proposed and studied experimentally. Zhang et al. reported that the 
deposition of a 3 to 7 nm SiCN film onto the ULK surface can significantly reduce the 
amount of Ta diffusing into the ULK pores [7-4]. Despite numerous studies, ultra thin 
films with good pore-sealing and diffusion barrier properties have not been reported. 
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 Chen et al. have previously reported experiments on the characterization of Ta 
diffusion barriers in Cu/ULK systems with different pore-sealing materials [7-9]. The 
ULK was porous SiLKTM, a C-H polymer based material with average pore size of 8.2 
nm and bulk k value of 2.2 [7-10], while the pore sealing materials studied were SiC:H 
and SiCN:H fabricated by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Ta 
atoms were sputtered onto the pore-sealing layers to form a 10 nm thick barrier film, 
followed by the sputtering deposition of a 25 nm thick Cu conductor film. Fig-7-1 
presents the Transmitted Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of the two structures. It can 
be seen that the SiCN:H/ULK interface appears more smeared than the SiC:H/ULK 
interface. Results from Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) analyses (Fig-7-2) 
show that the Ta layer has poor Cu-diffusion barrier performance when it is deposited 
onto the SiC:H layer. It was shown that the presence of H atoms changed the Ta crystal 
structure and negated the barrier performance [7-11]. This adverse effect was not 
observed when the Ta films were grown on pure SiC [7-12]. Good barrier performance 
was also observed in Ta layers on SiCN:H, indicating that N atoms improved the Ta 
structures, resulting in greatly enhanced barrier effects. However, the mechanisms behind 
the observations are not well understood. 
  
7.2 Methodology 
 In this paper, ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were carried out to study the 
interfacial characteristics and film growth process of the Ta/SiCN:H/ULK structures. We 
also incorporated various potential pore-sealing materials such as pure SiN, pure SiCN 
and SiN:H in our models to obtain an overall understanding of the pore-sealing materials 
in Cu/ULK systems. 
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   (a)          (b) 
Fig-7-1. TEM profile for (a) Ta/SiC:H/ULK and (b) Ta/SiCN:H/ULK. A comparatviely 




   (a)          (b) 
Fig-7-2. SIMS profile of (a) Cu/Ta/SiC:H/ULK and (b) Cu/Ta/SiCN:H/ULK. It is clear 
that the Ta barrier performance in greatly enhanced in the latter case. 
 
 
 Simulations using density functional theory (DFT) were carried out via a Car-
Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) package [7-13]. Plane wave functions were 
applied at a cutoff energy of 650eV for the electronic potentials [7-12]. Martins-Troullier 
pseudopotentials [7-14] and the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) form [7-15] were adopted 
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for the ionic cores and exchange-correlation functions respectively. 
 The molar ratios of each element in the pore-sealing structures, which depend on the 
fabrication conditions, were obtained from previous literatures [7-9][7-16][7-17]. Table-
7-1 presents detailed information on the composition of the pore-sealing layers.   
Table-7-1. Element ratios and precursors of pore-sealing materials. The SiN composition 
is taken from the well known α-Si3N4; SiCN is prepared by solid solution; and 
the rest two are fabricated by chemical reaction. 
Material Source Si C N H 
SiN  α-Si3N4 [16] 3 - 4 - 
SiCN  Si3N4 + C3N4 [16] 3 2 1.3 - 
SiN:H  Si2H6 + NH3 [17] 3.5 - 3.5 3 
SiCN:H (CH3)3SiH + NH3 [9] 2.5 2 2 3.5 
 
 The pore-sealing structures were firstly built by randomly placing various atoms 
(around 70 atoms for each model) in a 10×10×10Ǻ periodic cell. The Monte Carlo 
method was applied to relax the models to obtain the minimum-energy amorphous state 
[7-18]. Next, a 20 Ǻ space was padded above the cell to create a free surface at the top. 
Atoms within 3 Ǻ from the bottom of the films were then immobilized while the pore-
sealing models were dynamically equilibrated at 500K according to actual experimental 
conditions [7-9] using the COMPASS forcefield [7-19]. The next step was to simulate the 
sputtering deposition of Ta atoms following a previously described methodology [7-12]. 
Sixteen Ta atoms were placed above the pore-sealing layers and sufficiently apart from 
one another to ensure no Ta-Ta bond is formed initially. These Ta atoms were assigned 
downward velocities with average atomic kinetic energies of 1 to 3 eV following a 
Maxwell distribution. The deposition and equilibration were performed over 200 ps of 
molecular dynamics. The process was carried out twice to simulate the deposition of 32 
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Ta atoms in total. Another 100 ps dynamic process followed to equilibrate the whole 
model. Finally, Cu deposition onto the Ta/SiCN:H layers was simulated in similar fashion 
with 1 ns dynamic time to reveal the relative diffusion barrier effects. The equilibration 
was defined by monitoring energy functions as plotted in Fig-A-3 and Fig-A-4 in 
appendix. 
 
 7.3 Results and discussions 
  
Fig-7-3. Equilibrated Ta structures on various pore-sealing layers (a) pure SiN (b) pure 
SiCN (c) SiN:H (d) SiCN:H (e) SiC:H (35% H concentration). All the Ta 
structures look crystal-like except the chart (e) where significant amount of H 
atoms were dissociated into the Ta layer. 
 
 The equilibrated Ta structures on the various pore-sealing layers are shown in Fig-7-3. 
It is apparent that the Ta atoms formed well organized structures on all substrates except 
SiC:H. In N included models, a slight out diffusion of H was observed for only the 
Ta/SiCN:H system but the diffusion was not severe enough to distort the Ta structure. The 
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mechanism of H out diffusion has been discussed in our previous study [7-11]. 
 The structure of the Ta layer is characterized by the Radial Distribution Function 
(RDF). The RDF represents a distribution of the distances of the nearest atomic pairs 







RRNRRRDF =                  (Eq-7-1) 
Here, N(R1,R2) is the number of atom pairs separated by distances between R1 and R2. The 
RDF is calculated between R1 and R2 from Rmin (3.0 Å) to Rmax (4.9 Å) at intervals of 0.1 
Å. This will include all the possible interatomic distances of nearest Ta-Ta pairs. 
 Fig-7-4 shows the peak value of RDF curves for Ta layers on various sealing layers 
versus the corresponding interatomic distance (The complete RDF curves are shown as 
Fig-7-5.). The complete RDF curves can be found in [7-12]. The peak of each curve is 
crucial as it represents packing density and thereby the structural characteristics. 
Compared to the structures of the Ta on SiC:H and SiLK [7-12], all the Ta structures on 
the N-containing pore-sealing layers are more closely packed. Almost all have higher 
concentration at the peak with interatomic distances similar to that of Ta/SiC. Thus, they 
are comparatively concentrated at the most close-packed state, indicating less possibility 
of gaps or grain boundaries. These features promote good diffusion barrier properties. 
During the dynamic process, we observed that the N and Ta atoms have a high affinity for 
each other. As shown in Table-7-2, the Ta-N bond is much stronger and shorter than the 
Ta-C and Ta-Si bonds and will therefore lead to a denser and more tightly bonded 
adhesive interface. The interfacial adhesion energy of Ta/SiN and Ta/SiCN were 
calculated to be 118.8 and 107.9 eV/nm2 respectively. These values are about 1.5 times 
that of Ta/SiC (69.2 eV/nm2). As reported earlier, a dense interface is highly conducive 
for the Ta film to grow layer by layer upon deposition, resulting in a more close-packed 
crystal structure [7-12]. Furthermore, with the formation of Ta-N bonds, some Si atoms 
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were displaced. These Si atoms inter-diffused into the Ta layer to form a new ternary Ta-
Si-N phase. Interestingly, such Ta-Si-N phase was observed to possess a reasonably high 
density and an amorphous structure with few gaps, resulting in good diffusion barrier 
effects and thermal stability. These observations are in agreement with reported 
experiments [7-20].  
Table-7-2. Binding energy and length of chemical bonds. These values are for the close-
packed structures by ab initio calculations. 
Bond Binding Energy (eV) Bond length (Å) 
Ta-N 4.477 1.6 
Ta-C 2.964 2.23 
Ta-Si 2.15 2.92 
N-Si 3.36 1.73 
N-C 3.08 1.51 
Si-C 3.04 2.26 
N-H 3.91 1.11 
C-H 4.13 1.14 




Fig-7-4. Peak RDF values and corresponding interatomic distances for Ta structures on 
various pore-sealing layers. The involvement of N atoms in the pore-sealing 




Fig-7-5. Complete RDF curves for Ta structures on various substrates. 
 
 In our earlier studies, the SiC:H pore-sealing layers with 35% H concentration gave 
rise to significant out diffusion of H atoms into the Ta layer which consequently reduced 
the density and crystallinity of the Ta layer. This resulted in gaps in the Ta layer which 
made the Ta ineffective in preventing Cu diffusion [7-11]. However, despite the high H 
concentration, out diffusion of H atoms from the pore-sealing layer became minimal in 
the presence of N as shown in Fig-7-3 (d). We propose two explanations for the reduction 
in the out diffusion of H atoms. Firstly, the new Ta-Si-N phase has been reported to 
possess an almost gap-free amorphous structure [7-20]. In the Ta/SiCN:H model, the 
density of the interfacial Ta-Si-N phase is four times as that of the Ta bulk above. Such 
dense, amorphous layers are expected to prevent the H from popping up. Moreover, we 
have proposed that the out-diffused H atoms in Ta/SiC:H structure originates from the 
inner free H atoms and de-cohesion of Si-H bonds near the interface upon impact from 
the sputtered Ta atoms. Under the Ta bombardment, some gaps open at the top surface of 
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SiC:H bulk and the structure is compressed at the same time. This excites the free H 
electrons which travel up the gaps [7-11]. In comparison, the SiCN:H layer is more 
flexible. Although the atoms also experience re-location during the deposition of Ta, the 
N atoms showed significant jump to the interface where they bond with the Ta atoms to 
form a dense Ta-Si-N layer. The dense ternary layer effectively sealed the gaps formed 
under Ta bombardment to stem the out diffusion of H atoms. Moreover, C-H and N-H 
bonds are both very strong that are unlikely to break under Ta sputtering. Si-H bonds, 
which are comparatively weaker, are significantly reduced after the inclusion of N. 
Therefore, less Si-H bonds are exposed to the Ta bombardment and much fewer H atoms 
are released compared to the SiC:H sealing layer. Hence, the positive effects of N atoms 
in Ta barrier performance as reported in early experiments [7-5] are likely due to the 
formation new phases (Ta-Si-N, N-Ta, N-H) that minimized the out diffusion of H atoms. 
 
        (a) Cu/Ta/SiC:H     (b) Cu/Ta/SiCN:H 
Fig-7-6. The equilibrated structures of Cu deposition on (a) Ta/SiC:H [7-11] and (b) 
Ta/SiCN:H show significant different diffusion barrier properties of the two Ta 
structures.  
 
 In order to verify the Cu-diffusion barrier effects, Cu depositions were subsequently 
carried out on the Ta/SiCN:H model. In the simulations, a total of 16 Cu atoms were 
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sputtered onto the model at an average kinetic energy of 2eV and equilibrated for over 1 
ns. The final equilibrated structure is shown in Fig-7-6 (b). Compared to the Ta/SiC:H 
model [7-11], a well organized Ta layer formed on the SiCN:H to successfully prevent Cu 
atoms from penetrating it. 
 The atomic structures of the Ta layers were then analyzed to determine their electrical 
conductivity. Different phases have been reported for Ta structures. The α-Ta phase has an 
ideal bcc structure with low electrical resistance of 15-30 μΩ-cm. In most experiments, 
the deposited Ta structures are observed to be have a tetragonal structure (β-Ta) with high 
resistance of 160~200 μΩ-cm [7-20][7-21]. Here, the parameters of the primitive cells of 
various Ta structures were calculated and shown in Table-7-3. It is seen that the Ta crystal 
structures in the simulations are all significantly closer to α-Ta phase than the β-Ta phase. 
Therefore, compared to the mostly deposited β-Ta phase, much better electrical 
conductivity can be expected for these simulated Ta crystal-like structures.  
Table-7-3. Primitive cell parameters of the Ta structures on various pore-sealing 
substrates. Except the β-Ta, all the structures are quite close in dimensions. 
Lattice parameter of Primitive Cell   Substrate 
a (Ǻ) b (Ǻ) c (Ǻ) α (º) β (º) γ (º) 
SiC 3.58 3.43 4.15 79.6 63.49 108.67
SiN 3.45 3.35 3.84 59.8 44.8 129.53
SiCN 3.65 3.53 5.09 62.9 51.59 130 
SiN:H 3.45 3.42 3.6 64.6 57.35 129.37
SiCN:H 3.51 3.48 4.4 72 57.6 127.9 
α-Ta 3.31 3.31 3.31 70.53 70.53 109.48




 Apart from the barrier performance of the Ta layer, the sealing of the surface pores of 
the ULK dielectrics is also important. There is significant thermal stress at the pore-
sealing/ULK interface because the ULK polymer has a much higher thermal expansion 
coefficient than the Si-based pore-sealing materials. During the growth of the SiCN film, 
we observed that Si-N bonds were formed first because of the strong affinity between Si 
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and N. Only when N was released, Si-C and N-C bonds started to form. Hence, a SiN 
matrix is firstly formed, thereafter Si-C started to form and grow into small grains within 
the SiN matrix. This is in agreement with the experiments conducted by Chen et al. who 
also reported that the SiN matrix is normally amorphous and the small SiC grains act as 
lubricating impurities [7-16]. Interestingly, such SiC-lubricated SiCN materials have been 
observed to possess high tensile strength and can undergo elongations exceeding 100%, 
which is unlike the brittle SiC. Hence, the SiCN film has the potential to sustain the 
thermal stress at its interface with the ULK polymers. In short, the presence of N gives 
rise to an amorphous, continuous and ductile film which improves pore-sealing effect and 
interfacial thermal stability.  
 The strong affinity between N and H also suggests that the N atoms in the pore-sealing 
layer are able to adhere to sidewalls of the pore by reacting with the H or C atoms inside 
the polymer dielectrics, which lead to the mixing of the pore-sealing and ULK layers. 
This can be the reason for the smeared interface observed in Fig-7-1 (b). Thus, a strong 
adhesive interface between the pore-sealing layer and the ULK dielectric polymers was 
obtained via the cohesion with N atoms.  
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Nowadays, the industry has entered the age of nano-scale low-k/ULK materials. A full 
understanding of the material characteristics and mechanisms requires abundant 
theoretical work, such as data analysis and simulation. In our study, ab initio MD 
simulations have been carried out to study the structure and property characteristics of the 
low-k/ULK systems. 
Firstly, the diffusion behavior of Cu and Ta inside the SiLK polymer was investigated. 
Different diffusion mechanisms were revealed for Cu and Ta atoms. This supports Ta as a 
good barrier material. The phenomenon of bulk diffusion of metal elements was also 
presented which agrees with experimental observations. 
The structural analysis of the Ta barrier film showed the importance in maintaining a 
close-packed crystal structure for the barrier layer. Directly depositing Ta on SiLK leads 
to a columnar growth, and the resultant layer cannot prevent Cu diffusion. The inclusion 
of a supporting layer, such as SiC, promotes the Ta atoms to adopt a layer growth, 
resulting in a dense structure with good barrier effect.  
PECVD has become the most widely used process for depositing SiC thin films. 
Significant amount of H atoms are involved the chemical reactions and some will remain 
in the film. Under Ta sputtering, excessive H atoms in the SiC:H film were observed to 
pop up into the Ta layer. This downgraded the Ta structure, resulting the opening of 
diffusion pathways and thereby the barrier performance was negated. Therefore, in the 
deposited SiC:H film, the H concentration must be kept under control. 
With the introduction of ULK materials, the effective sealing of the surface pores 
poses another challenge. The design of Ta/pore-sealing bi-layers was proposed 
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accordingly. Through comparisons among various potential pore-sealing materials, SiCN 
was valuated to be the best candidate. As a ternary compound, SiCN exhibits amorphous 
state with little gaps upon fabrication. The incorporated N atoms give rise to new phases, 
such as Ta-C-N, N-H, which are highly beneficial for barrier performance, pore-sealing 
effect and interfacial adhesion. Furthermore, SiCN is a very ductile material with high 
tensile strength and thereby able to endure the interfacial stress induced by thermal 
treatment. Hence, Ta/SiCN bi-layers are shown to possess satisfactory property.  
Based on above studies, a multi-layer structure of Cu/Ta/SiCN/ULK was established. 
The key for valid application is to obtain the desired composition and microstructure of 
the barrier and pore-sealing layer, each of which is only several nanometers in thickness. 
In conclusion, our proposed low-k/ULK system provides an optimized consideration for 
industrial development.   
Apart from the material investigations, we successfully applied ab initio MD in our 
studies. Through continuous designs and calculations, we managed to set up the material 
models and simulated the dynamic process. Many of our simulation results are in 
agreement with experimental observations. The mechanisms behind various phenomena 
were also revealed, based on which predictions were proposed. This can be taken to direct 
the experimental characterizations. Thus, a healthy and sophisticated research cycle can 
be expected.     
However, this numerical research is still at its initial stage and is significantly limited 
by two factors: One is the lack of knowledge about the complicated nano-level structures, 
especially those related to surface and defect characteristics, which are still very difficult 
to be determined from experimental observations. The other is the limit of computational 
power and potential schemes that prevents the simulation of large and complex models. 
With the development of computational facilities and theoretical studies, the modeling 
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and simulation of materials are poised to make more and more significant contributions.  
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Appendix 
Equilibration plots for system models Ta/SiC:H, Cu/Ta/SiC:H, Ta/SiCN:H, 
Cu/Ta/SiCN:H, which were discussed in Chapter 6 and 7.  
    
(a)         (b) 
   
(c) (d) 
Fig-A-1. Equilibration plots for Ta/SiCH model. 
 
    
(a)            (b) 
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(c)                                   (d) 
Fig-A-2. Equilibration plots for Cu/Ta/SiCH model. 
 
    
(a)         (b) 
   
(c)          (d) 
Fig-A-3. Equilibration plots for Ta/SiCNH model. 
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(a)         (b) 
   
(c)                                (d) 
Fig-A-4. Equilibration plots for Cu/Ta/SiCNH model. 
 
